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In the present research, the writer employed an engineering valuation 
cost approach to value to compare the costs of specific pieces of labor-
saving equipment against the cost of the labor that each piece of equipment 
replaces. The point at which the cost of the equipment is offset by 
possible savings in labor expense was determined. A procedure was 
developed to enable the food service manager to determine the economic 
advantage between labor and selected labor-saving machines for his 
particular establishment. 
Since the present research problem concerns the food service industry, 
a background of the industry is presented as an introduction to the 
research report. A resume follows of replacement theory approaches to 
optimizing economic policy. The present research is then delineated. 
The Food Service Industry 
In the last two decades, new and dynamic concepts of management have 
evolved. The development of these concepts has been characterized by the 
application of scientific methods to problems involving the operation of 
industrial systems, and decision optimization has been sought by various 
mathematical interpretations. Disciplines such as industrial engineering, 
economics, and statistics have developed the basic reasoning and 
methodology of the methods used. 
The successful food service enterprise, like other businesses, depends 
upon astute direction by an informed management. Food service managers 
have been forced to look at the adequacy of their facilities and at the 
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tools and methods they use in operating their businesses. 
The food service industry is a vast industry employing an estimated 
three million people. The different institutions within the industry may 
be classified under three broad categories, non-public, public-non-profit, 
and public-for-profit (32). About 1.8 million of the workers within the 
food service industry were reported to be employed in "eating and drinking 
places," which comprise the major portion of establishments in the public-
for-profit category (78). 
Diversification and growth mark the long term character of the food 
service industry. Diversification in the non-public and public-non-profit 
categories has been evidenced by the introduction and expansion of such 
institutions as retirement homes and nursing homes. Diversification 
within the public-for-profit category has been prompted in part by a 
gradual change in the food habits of the American public. Specialty foods, 
merchandised with great showmanship, have been received with increasing 
interest, and foods from foreign lands have become more popular. There 
has also been an increasing demand for a variety of types of food service. 
These types of service range from luxurious dining service to the fast 
service provided by such establishments as drive-in and vending systems. 
The food service industry is a growing industry. Growth in the 
public-non-profit category is exemplified by expansion in such segments as 
school lunch programs and hospitals. In 1962, a daily average of 14 
million children participated in the National School Lunch Program; in 
*An explanation and definition of the term "eating and drinking 
places" is given in Appendix A. 
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1965, this average was 17 million children (59, 60). In 1946, there were 
6,125 hospitals in the United States with 1,436,000 hospital beds; in 
1963, the number of hospitals had increased to 7,138 and the number of 
hospital beds to 1,701,839 (81). A corresponding increase in hospital 
food service has resulted. 
The public-for-profit category of institutions in the food service 
industry has also been marked by long term growth. This fact is illus­
trated by the amount of food that is purchased from "eating and drinking 
places." In 1963, $18.5 billion of food was purchased from "eating and 
drinking places" as contrasted with $15.3 billion in 1958 (79). Deducting 
the amount that was reflected in inflationary trends in the consumer 
dollar during this period (6.3 percent), the net increase was over $2 
billion (80). It has been estimated that by 1980, $34.1 billion of food 
will be prepared and sold by establishments in "eating and drinking places" 
(24). These estimates do not include the use of food in the entire food 
service industry. 
A sound financial operation is difficult to maintain in the food 
service industry in spite of the volume increase (74). In returns to the 
Internal Revenue Service in the fiscal year 1961, corporations operating 
commercial "eating and drinking places" reported an average net profit of 
only 1.1 percent of total receipts. The very small corporations with net 
assets of less than $50,000, showed a loss of 1.2 percent, and the net 
profit of those with assets between $50,000 and $100,000 was 0.8 percent. 
The larger corporations reported profit ratios from 3.0 percent for those 
with assets between $1,000,000 and $2,500,000, to 6.0 percent for those 
with assets between $5,000,000 and $10,000,000 (82). 
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Diminishing profits in the public-for-profit segment of the food 
service industry have been attributed to high labor costs and low produc­
tivity. These problems exist in and have a direct and/or indirect effect 
on non-public and public-non-profit institutions as well (31, 54, 57, 61, 
62, 64). 
High labor costs have resulted, at least in part, from increasing 
wage rates and fringe benefits (23). Marriott (50) attributed spiraling 
wages to accelerated union and government pressure to increase the 
industry's average wage, and to competition from other industries which 
have paid higher wages and provided better working conditions. An 
inadequate supply of qualified workers in certain employment areas has 
contributed indirectly to higher labor costs (46, 54). 
The ratio of output to input is the concept that economists identify 
by the term "productivity" (10, 12, 39, 70). Productivity has been used 
as a measure of economic progress. In discussing productivity, Slesinger 
(70) stated that it is important to include all elements of input. Since 
no method has yet been devised to measure the total input of all factors, 
most discussions on productivity have been limited to labor productivity. 
Labor productivity has been defined as the amount of goods and 
services produced per man-hour of labor (16, 37, 70). Labor productivity 
may be measured by the number of units of goods produced per man-hour of 
labor or by the secondary measure, the amount of sales dollars resulting 
from the service of one labor hour or one labor dollar. 
Much emphasis has been placed on the relatively low productivity of 
food service workers, for it has been recognized that output per man-hour 
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has lagged behind most other industries (7, 27, 43). Although the propor­
tions of material and labor in products do vary, it is of more than passing 
interest to note that the U.S. Bureau of Census figures in 1963 for the 
average annual productivity of selected segments of the retail industry, 
measured in sales per payroll dollar, were as follows (79): 
Grocery stores $14.23 
Drug stores $7.26 
Apparel $7.17 
Department stores $6.98 
Eating and drinking places $4.53 
Production per employee in the food service industry has been increas­
ing more slowly than the cost of labor, thereby increasing unit labor 
costs. The percent increase in sales for "eating and drinking places" 
between 1958 and 1963 was 20.4. For the same period, the percent increase 
in wages for "eating and drinking places" was 33.8 (79). Radigan (62) 
questioned how the restauranteur can continue to operate profitably if the 
payroll for employees increases at a rate greater than sales employees are 
producing. 
Food service industry researchers have striven to analyze the problem 
of high labor costs and low productivity. Approaches to the problem have 
been to analyze labor productivity under different conditions and to 
estimate manpower requirements. 
One approach to analysis of labor productivity in the food service 
industry has been to determine the rate of production in terms of labor 
time per meal served (3, 8, 19, 20, 35, 36, 45, 77). This approach has 
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been used for a variety of food service establishments such as school 
lunch programs, hospital dietary departments, and commercial cafeterias. 
The number of minutes of labor time expended to prepare and serve one meal 
was usually calculated by dividing the total number of minutes of labor 
time by the number of meals served. 
Another approach was illustrated by Maxon (55). Maxon showed how 
accounting records might be used to supply information about the state of 
productivity within a given institution. He developed a chart showing the 
relationship between labor cost percentages and sales per labor hour at 
four hourly wage rates, $0.75, $1.00, $1.25, and $1.50. The chart shows 
the sales per man-hour that must be achieved to maintain a constant labor 
cost percentage, and the increase in sales per labor hour needed to cover 
higher labor costs. Maxon intended that the chart assist the food service 
manager in identifying management goals. 
Since labor costs are directly related to the number of workers em­
ployed, researchers have studied the problem of determining manpower 
requirements. May (56) used the survey technique to establish manpower 
requirements in hospital dietary departments. Bartscht et al. (6) 
developed a procedure for estimating staffing needs in hospital dietary 
departments. The basic approach of the procedure was to develop the 
staffing that is actually required from existing workload data. This 
methodology has been tested and applied in a number of different hospitals. 
Lists have been published and recommendations have been made concern­
ing the number of workers needed in various sizes of institutions, but, 
except for the Bartscht and May studies, the methods used in determining 
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the proposed numbers have not been explained. George and Heckler (26), in 
discussing food service personnel in school lunch programs, stipulated the 
number of employees required for centrally-controlled elementary and 
secondary schools in relation to number of meals served. West and Wood 
(85) suggested personnel for a residence hall serving 300 students. George 
and Heckler, and West and Wood prefixed their recommendations with the 
remarks that such information can be considered only as a general guide, 
since conditions in each situation vary with geographical location, the 
menu served, the conveniences of the food service layout, the amount of 
labor-saving equipment, and the type and experience of the personnel 
available. 
Labor costs have been related to the productivity of the worker, and 
productivity of the food service worker has been related to the efficiency 
and availability of mechanical aids to perform a given task (7). One of 
the reasons that McNamara and Bangs (57) attributed to payroll costs 
continuing to mount was insufficient installation of mechanized equipment. 
Some authors have determined equipment needs on the basis of analysis 
of quantities of food produced (56). One of the most complete studies of 
the menu and its relation to equipment requirements and location was 
reported by Thomas (76). Thomas demonstrated how total equipment needs 
could be anticipated by finding the maximum demands which would be placed 
on each type of equipment at any one time during a period of production. 
The dishwashing machine has been one of the few pieces of mechanized 
equipment in the food service industry to undergo studies that reflect the 
possible cost-saving features of machine use. The actual performance of 
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the rackless conveyor-type dishwashing machine has been shown to have 
broad economic application (34). Schneider (69) presented an economic 
solution for determining the optimum method of dish room design. 
Kotschevar and Terrell (44), Lundberg (48), and May (56), have sug­
gested three different theories for determining the economic need for food 
service equipment. In their approach to evaluate the ultimate cost of 
equipment, Kotschevar and Terrell (44) included such items as initial 
price, installation expense, financing expense, operating cost, and values 
lost through those created. They suggested the following formula to 
calculate the economic advisability of purchasing equipment: 
B + C + D 
Where Â = actual savings in labor during life of equipment 
B = cost of equipment installed 
C = operation and maintenance costs during life of equipment 
D = interest on investment 
E provided the economic advisability of the purchase. When E was 1.0 or 
more, the equipment was said to pay for itself in savings and labor; when 
E was 1.5 or more, purchase of the equipment was judged to be imperative. 
Lundberg (48) stated that the factors to be considered in the question 
of whether or not to buy a piece of equipment were cost of the equipment, 
estimated life of the equipment, estimated cost of operation including 
repairs and maintenance, and the labor cost of doing the work which the 
equipment could do. Lundberg used the straight line method of amortizing 
the cost of the machine over its useful service life. 
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To evaluate capital investment, May (56) suggested a method which he 
termed "return on investment." May calculated a percentage return on 
investment by dividing the difference between the annual operating cost of 
the present equipment and the forecasted annual operating cost of the new 
equipment by the depreciable base of the proposed investment. May stated 
that if the return on investment exceeded 20 percent, the proposal could 
be assessed as a wise investment. May's method is sound when assessing 
investments which yield extremely high interest returns. It can be shown, 
however, that May's method would pass up investment proposals that are 
still very attractive below the 20 percent point that he stipulated. It 
was not apparent from the reports of Kotschevar and Terrell, Lundberg, and 
May that time value of money was used in their theories, or whether a 
method was proposed for determining the actual savings in labor during the 
life of equipment. 
Decisions to invest large sums of money in food production facilities 
have involved considerable risk partly because of the problem of obsoles­
cence. Two potential causes of obsolescence are the introduction of new 
food products and technological changes in equipment. 
Technical research has brought forth new food products that are avail­
able in different stages of preparation. These new food products have 
been referred to as "ready" foods and efficiency foods (9, 13). As a 
result of food being purchased in different stages of preparation, 
preliminary preparation procedures may be reduced or entirely eliminated 
(43). These new food developments have been demonstrated to change 
radically the design of equipment and facilities for the food production 
area (28). Although cognizance has been taken of the possible effect of 
new food products on equipment design and installation, their use at the 
present time has not been extensive enough to bring about radical changes 
in most food production units. 
Technological changes, using the term to mean the change to new 
mechanical techniques, have been introduced gradually, but thus far the 
impact has not been significant (21). Some of the improvements in existing 
equipment have indirectly improved methods; these include the development 
of better styling and design, use of easier-to-clean and less corrosive 
metals, and features that reduce inspection time such as automatic timers 
on steamers and thermostatic controls on fryers (7, 75). 
Examples of food systems, which have been the result of modern 
technology applied to meet a preplanned demand, have been the American 
Machine and Foundry automated drive-in unit, and the galley installed by 
the United States Naval Research and Development Facility at Annapolis, 
Maryland (43, 49, 53). Although automated food preparation is possible, 
it is being introduced slowly in the food seri^ice industry. To develop 
systems for the tremendous variety of food products and for the highly 
individual aspects of each food unit would require a great outlay of funds 
and brainpower (2). Avery (2) stated that few would be able to afford the 
system after its.development. He pointed out that traditional methods 
and equipment still needed to be analyzed. 
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Replacement Theory Approaches to Optimizing Economic Policy 
Engineering economy has been defined as the body of principles and 
techniques for making decisions by industry and government about the 
acquisition and retirement of capital goods (30). Decisions about the 
acquisition and retirement of capital goods usually involve an evaluation 
of time and usage in alternative courses of action. 
Different approaches have been used to evaluate alternative courses 
of action for the replacement of old equipment by new. These approaches 
are referred to as replacement theory approaches. Replacement theory is 
concerned with the replacement of old equipment by new to optimize economic 
advantage. In 1930, in one of the first texts on engineering economy, 
Grant (29) postulated that a decision to replace equipment must be justi­
fied on the basis of the estimated savings which accrue through use of the 
replacement. All elements of cost must be considered in developing the 
estimated savings. Equating a total cost of future service from either 
used or new units has also been one of the "foundation stones" of engineer­
ing valuation. 
Engineering valuation has been defined by Marston et al. (52) as the 
art of estimating the value of specific properties where professional 
engineering knowledge and judgment are essential. Engineering valuation 
entails a knowledge of the approaches to value and of the cost, service 
lives, and operating characteristics of the components that conq>rise a 
property. The United States Supreme Court has upheld the view that 
experts and courts should use the same approaches to value which prevail 
in ordinary business to determine the value of property in formal 
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valuation. Three commonly used approaches to value are the cost approach, 
earning value approach, and the market approach. 
Replacement theory is an expansion of the wise-retirement principle 
that was first published in 1936 by Marston and Agg (51). The wise-
retirement concept appeared in their mimeographed notes prior to that 
date. The principle states that retirement is due when the actual unit 
cost of service by the old property becomes greater than the unit cost of 
service by a replacement. 
One of the most important of all valuation generalizations is the 
Principle of Substitution (68), This principle affirms that when property 
is replaceable, its value tends to be set by the cost of acquisition of an 
equally desirable substitute property. The less costly service or product 
prevails over a similar service or product when its utility is substan­
tially the same. The application of this principle is found in each of the 
three approaches to value. In the cost approach to value, the application 
of the principle is present in the estimation of the current cost to 
produce a comparable new property affording equal utility and benefits (1). 
Although people commonly think of property in terms of buildings and 
land, property also includes tools and equipment with much shorter service, 
life. These theories and principles apply to the tools and equipment 
class of property as well as to building and land classes of property. 
*McKean, James P., Professor of Industrial Engineering, Iowa State 
University of Science and Technology, Ames, Iowa. United States Supreme 
Court jurisdiction. Private communication. 1966. 
**McKean, James P., Professor of Industrial Engineering, Iowa State 
University of Science and Technology, Ames, Iowa. Wise-retirement concept. 
Private communication. 1966. 
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Churchman et (14) categorized replacement processes into two 
classes depending on the life pattern of the equipment involved, that is, 
whether the equipment is subject to failure or "death", or whether the 
equipment deteriorates, becomes obsolete.with new developments, or becomes 
less efficient with use. In the case of replacement items that fail, it 
may prove to be more economical to replace the items before failure. The 
problem, therefore, is one of which items to replace, and how frequently 
to replace them in order to minimize costs. In the case of deteriorating 
items, the problem consists of balancing the cost of new equipment against 
the cost of maintaining efficiency in the old. Further consideration of 
replacement theories that are particularly applicable to deteriorating 
items is appropriate since most equipment in the food service industry 
would be in this classification. 
Three frequently used methods to evaluate investment worth of 
deteriorating items are annual cost, present worth, and prospective rate 
of return. All three methods are based on the underlying theory that the 
value of money at different points in time depends upon an interest rate. 
The interest rate, based on the time span and the amount of risk involved, 
is the compensation for the use of money. This concept is referred to as 
the time value of money (30). 
The use of an interest rate facilitates measurement of alternative or 
opportunity costs. The recognition of the time span when determining the 
value of money at different points in time is a necessary ingredient to 
the underlying theory of time value of money because a sum of money at one 
point in time is not equivalent to the same sum ten years later unless 
interest were assumed at the unrealistic rate of zero. Barish (4) stated 
that alternative or opportunity costs represented the cost of an opportuni­
ty which is forgone because limited resources are used in the chosen 
alternative, and, therefore, could not be used for possible income-
producing or expense-reducing alternatives. 
The annual cost and present worth methods stipulate a minimum 
attractive rate of return as an interest rate; the prospective rate of 
return method conq>ares a calculated return against a stipulated attractive 
rate of return. Since all three methods recognize the time value of money 
and are based on compound interest theory, the three methods give essential­
ly the same precision in results. 
Because it is relatively simple to calculate, and because managers 
like to recover their investment as rapidly as possible, the short payback 
method is frequently used to evaluate investment proposals for deteriorating 
items. Payback equates the length of time needed to recover the costs of 
the proposed investment against savings. When used in conjunction with 
other measures, Barish (4) stated that the short payback method is useful 
in promoting investment decisions. When used as the sole criterion for 
investment decisions, Barish stated that the payback method is dangerous 
because it may result in the choosing of less profitable investments with 
high initial savings for short periods as compared with more profitable 
investments which could provide profits for longer periods of time. 
The measure that Churchman et al. (14) used in their approach to 
replacement of deteriorating items was the discounted value of all future 
costs. Churchman et al. showed how certain inequalities may be derived 
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from a cost equation to estimate the optimum time of replacement for a 
^iven piece of equipment. Their approach is somewhat similar to the 
calculus procedure of finding the value of the independent variable for 
which a function may have a minimum. It is possible to solve for the 
appropriate value of the variable by setting the derivative equal to zero. 
Terborgh (73) reported the research and development that has been 
accomplished in replacement of deteriorating items by the Machinery and 
Allied Products Institute (MA.PI). The concept of the adverse minimum, 
the lowest sum of time-adjusted average of capital cost and operating 
inferiority obtainable from a machine, embodies the key policy of the H&.PI 
approach. Terborgh stated that as the life of the machinery Increases, 
the capital cost per year decreases, and, as the life of the machine 
increases, the amount by which it is inferior to a new machine Increases. 
The sum of these two yearly costs will decline at first but will begin to 
increase as operating inferiority grows more rapidly than capital costs 
per year diminish. The minimum cost, on a curve representing this sum, 
is the point at which replacement is indicated. Barlsh (4) stated that 
there are no theoretical advantages which make the MAPI formula superior 
to the more generally applicable methods of engineering economy, that is, 
annual cost, present worth, and prospective rate of return. 
The Present Research Problem " 
Low productivity of food service workers suggests the possibility 
that the food service industry is lagging behind other industries in the 
use of equipment which makes possible an increase in dollar output per 
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labor hour. Labor-saving equipment has been considered an asset in 
increasing worker output and decreasing the numbers of workers needed. 
The writer believes that tremendous losses occur because of erroneous 
decisions concerning labor-saving equipment. These losses are particularly 
important because they are generally not apparent in day to day activities 
and are not revealed by reports from accounting procedures. 
The manager of a growing food service facility is frequently faced 
with the choice of increasing output by adding either labor or labor-saving 
machines. Decisions to modify operating procedures have often been based 
on subjective judgment and rule-of-thumb rather than on scientific methods. 
This practice may be the result of the complex nature of the problem. 
Some guidelines for the selection of labor-saving equipment have been 
published, but no evidence was found to indicate that these guidelines had 
been substantiated by economic analysis. Quantitative data are not avail­
able to indicate the volume at which installation of labor-saving machines 
becomes economically justifiable (23). Economic analyses considering all 
varying costs for man-machine and nonmachine processing have not been made. 
The present research was planned with recognition of these problems; the 
objectives were as follows: 
1. By an engineering valuation cost approach to value, identify 
certain significant relationships basic to optimization of 
economic policy for selected food service operations. 
2. Develop quantitative measures applicable to these operations. 
3. Develop procedures which will enable food service managers to 
determine the economic advantage between labor and selected labor-
saving machines for their particular establishments. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
As a basis for the present study of engineering valuation of selected 
food service operations, the literature was reviewed relative to analysis 
of two of the food service industry's foremost causes of financial concern, 
high labor costs and low productivity. The literature reported is 
discussed under the topics, approaches to evaluating labor productivity 
and manpower needs, and approaches to determining equipment requirements. 
Approaches to Evaluating Labor Productivity 
and Manpower Needs 
Labor time expended in relation to output has been a basic approach 
for evaluating labor productivity. Labor productivity was usually measured 
by determining, from a study of payrolls or direct observations, the 
minutes of labor expended per meal served. Labor time studies were con­
ducted in school lunch programs, college cafeterias, hospitals, and 
restaurants. One of the objectives of these studies was the development 
of guides for scheduling labor in order to control labor time and costs. 
Another objective was the development of guides for estimating manpower 
requirements in order to budget labor costs (8). 
Findings in 39 studies of school lunch management were reported by 
Dreisbach and Handy (19). The purpose of the studies was to relate 
management practices to the nutritive value, cost, and acceptability of 
lunches served and to develop a suitable technique by which school lunch 
supervisors and others could make appraisals of school lunch programs. The 
data were collected by direct observation, interview, and by reference to 
records on hand. The rate of production was from 6 to 16 lunches per man-
hour. Time expended by workers on all jobs was from 4 to 11 minutes per 
lunch with a mean of 6.5. Dreisbach and Handy noted that the schools 
showing the highest record of production had power and other equipment 
which they considered desirable. 
Eifler and Hart (20) studied labor time and labor costs in three 
school cafeterias to determine factors which affect labor costs. Total 
labor hours were classified for the following work areas: receipt and 
storage, preparation, service, dishwashing, pot and pan washing, clean-up, 
laundry, sewing, office, and checking. In each cafeteria, the preparation 
area used the most labor hours. An analysis of labor efficiency was made 
for each cafeteria by determining the labor minutes per meal (or customers 
per labor hour) and the labor costs per customer. Labor costs per customer 
varied considerably among the three schools. The three cafeterias averaged 
approximately 6.36 minutes of labor per person served. 
Donaldson and Augustine (18) performed similar studies in elementary 
schools, high schools, and schools having twelfth grades. They noted that 
productivity of labor, represented by the number of lunches served per man-
hour of labor, was related to the total number of lunches served. The 
average labor time reported per lunch was 7.2 minutes. Donaldson and 
Augustine found that there were wide variations in the proportion of total 
labor time devoted to specific work activities among schools. They 
attributed the differences to such factors as training and experience of 
workers, organization of work, special responsibilities of workers, space, 
equipment, layout, work habits of individuals, and the amount of time 
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contributed by persons not connected with the program. 
Through use of a questionnaire, Kroener and Donaldson (45) obtained 
data from a sample of 50 schools serving lunches. Total per meal labor 
time ranged from 2.91 to 19.49 minutes with a mean of 7.95 and a median of 
7.39. This time reflected both direct and indirect labor. Kroener and 
Donaldson concluded that the type of school did not affect labor time 
expended per meal served. When schools were classified according to 
number of meals served, however, significant differences among groups of 
schools were found. Kroener and Donaldson noted that the amount and type 
of equipment installed was generally about the same in schools with low 
and high labor times. 
Blaker and Harris (8) analyzed labor hours and costs in a college 
cafeteria for a 13 day period. The labor hours were totaled for each job 
within a work area, for each meal, and for each classification of worker. 
Labor costs were computed by using the hourly rate of the employee indi­
cated for the job. Blaker and Harris found that food preparation took 
more than one-third of the total labor hours, service one-fourth, and 
dishroom one-eighth. They noted that as the customer count increased, the 
labor hours and labor cost per individual meal decreased. 
May (56) used labor time in relation to output to establish man-hour 
requirements in hospital dietary departments. Data from 15 hospitals with 
bed capacities from 170 to 270 were obtained by study of time sheets and 
payrolls, and by direct observation of individual jobs. He arbitrarily 
divided labor hours into categories of administration, supervision, direct 
labor, and indirect labor. May concluded that between 190 and 225 man-
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hours should be required to prepare and serve 1000 meals per day. 
Bakken and Northrop (3) sent a questionnaire to 18 hospitals of 
similar size and type to compare the number of minutes of labor time per 
meal served. These hospitals varied in size from about 400 to 800 beds. 
In analyzing their data, Bakken and Northrop accepted the median as the 
accurate average in order to eliminate the effect of one or two extreme 
cases. The dietary departments studied averaged slightly more than 3 
minutes supervisory and clerical time and approximately 13 minutes of other 
labor per meal served. A comparison of Bakken and Northrop's findings in 
larger hospitals with those of May (56) in small hospitals, is of interest. 
Bakken and Northrop reported total dietary man-hour requirements of 16.00 
minutes per meal; May reported total dietary man-hour requirements of 
20.10 minutes per meal. 
Tuthill and Donaldson (77) stated that a report of labor time per 
meal, in addition to an analysis of the percentage distribution of labor 
time, might serve as a basis for determining hidden costs of labor and 
comparing data with similarly organized departments. In a study of 10 
hospitals, Tuthill and Donaldson found that the average labor time per 
meal served was 13.31 minutes. Similar to findings in the school lunch 
studies, this study showed that labor time expended per meal decreased as 
the number of meals increased. 
Using a questionnaire, Halter and Donaldson (35) collected data from 
a sample of 175 hospitals to determine whether there were significant dif­
ferences in scheduled per-meal labor time when hospitals were classified 
according to bed capacity, type of ownership, or number of meals served. 
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The range of total scheduled per-meal labor time was 4.2 to 32.6 minutes, 
with a mean of 17.1. Halter and Donaldson stated that it was not possible 
to formulate conclusive statements regarding the effect of any one of the 
three specified factors, bed capacity, type of ownership, or number of 
meals served, in increasing or decreasing total per-meal labor time. 
Hotard (40) used a questionnaire to gather data for determining the 
effect of the supervisor-employee ratio upon productivity of dietary 
employees. The study was limited to 100 hospital dietary departments in 
the midwest region of the United States. Supervisor-employee ratios were 
computed as well as labor time per meal served. The supervisor-employee 
ratio was computed by adding the number of full time employees with one-
half the number of part-time employees and dividing that number by the 
number of dietary supervisors. The mean number of minutes of labor time 
per meal, from data that varied from 5.9 to 31.5, was 15.6; the mean 
number of employees per supervisor, from data that varied from 5 to 40 
employees for one supervisor, was 11.6. The statistical measurement, chi 
square, was applied to substantiate the conclusion that the number of 
employees per supervisor did not have a significant effect upon the 
productivity of employees. 
Kent and Ostenso (41) undertook to determine possible relationships to 
productivity in hospital dietary departments. Ten sample hospitals were 
selected from general, non-federal Wisconsin hospitals in which the dietary 
departments prepared and served 750 to 1350 meals per day. Work sampling 
was the technique used for the collection of data. The results indicated 
that minutes per meal utilized in total, direct, indirect, and delay work 
categories were similar among hospitals, and simple correlations indicated 
functional relationships between work categories. The average labor time 
per meal for all hospitals was 16.41. Kent and Ostenso divided the 
hospitals into two groups: one group included the hospitals with total 
minutes per meal above the mean, and the second group, with total minutes 
per meal below the mean. Mean total minutes per meal for each group was 
established as a productivity index to indicate degree of efficiency. A 
low productivity index would indicate inefficiency, and a high productivi­
ty index would be evidence of efficiency. Kent and Ostenso stated that 
such an index should not be used alone without considering factors which 
might affect productivity in any one dietary department. Their final con­
clusion was that mean minutes utilized per meal could be used for evalua­
tion and control of productivity and/or allocation of labor hours. 
Kirpatrick (42) used labor time expended in relation to output to 
analyze labor in commercial restaurants. He found the average labor time 
per customer in three restaurants to be 15.56 minutes. He classified all 
work into nine categories and determined the minutes of labor per customer 
and the distribution of the labor dollar among the categories. He stated 
that data for each work category could be used to control the distribution 
of labor times and costs, to give a picture of how the labor dollar should 
be spent, and to determine where corrective action was needed. Kirpatrick 
suggested that the type of correction applied may take such forms as sound 
personnel policies, a good training program, a system of work planning, 
and the use of labor-saving equipment. 
The approach of measuring productivity by determining minutes of labor 
time expended per meal served, although recognized by Kent and Ostenso 
(41) and Bakken and Northrop (3) to be of value for comparing institutions 
with similar characteristics, has not been effective in pinpointing the 
jceasoas for high or low labor costs. Bakken and Northrop cautioned that 
this approach should not be applied arbitrarily because it took account 
neither of the scope of the work done by a department, nor of the physical 
arrangements within departments. They stated that factors or combination 
of factors that were not possible to be evaluated objectively in their 
research had apparently influenced labor time. Tuthill and Donaldson (77) 
stated that some of the factors that might have influenced rate of produc­
tion were bed capacity, average census, number of meals served, number of 
dietary employees, hours worked per week, split shift, type of service, 
special services, type of equipment, and employee schedules. Blaker and 
Harris (8) concluded that labor cost could not be studied as a separate 
entity because of such factors as physical layout, the menu pattern, and 
labor-saving equipment. In summary, this approach to evaluate labor 
productivity appears to be a valid approach only if proper interpretation 
is made of the variables which affect results. 
A second approach to work and labor analysis in the food service 
industry has been work measurement. Techniques that have been used to 
measure work are stop-watch time study, work sampling, and predetermined 
motion-time-systems. 
Time study was defined by Barnes (5) as a procedure for determining 
the amount of time required by a qualified and well trained person working 
at a normal pace to do a specified task. Stop-watch time study has been 
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used repeatedly for measuring manual work in the food service industry. 
Lipscomb (47) used time study in her analysis of three food service 
problems which she illustrated by flow process charts and flow diagrams. 
Stumph and Donaldson (72) used time study to investigate the feasibility 
of adapting the process chart technique to hospital food service as a 
means of controlling the direct expenses of food production. 
Work sampling, also referred to as "ratio delay," was defined by 
Heiland and Richardson (38) as a technique for the quantitative analysis, 
in terms of time, of the activity of men, machines, or any observable 
state or condition of operation. Work sampling is generally accepted as 
a reliable and feasible procedure for measuring non-repetitive or 
irregularly occurring activity. Schell (67) used work sampling to study 
the food service operations of six Veterans Administration Hospitals. 
The purpose of the study was to.develop labor standards so that a realistic 
comparison could be made on the basis of man-hours used, rather than on 
the number of workers employed. Donaldson (17) demonstrated that work 
sampling is a technique particularly applicable to work measurement in the 
hospital dietary department since the activities of food service personnel 
are diversified and involve considerable interaction among people. The 
activities of seven kitchen employees and four food production managers 
were measured. Wilson (86) used work sampling to determine the reason for 
the inequality of student payrolls in residence hall food service 
establishments. The findings indicated that layout and equipment were 
pertinent factors. 
The work measurement tool, predetermined motion-time systems, has 
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also been used for work and labor analysis in the food service industry. 
Predetermined motion-time systems make it possible to determine a normal 
time for manual tasks by the use of predetermined times. Predetermined 
times, referred to as motion-time standards, have .been determined for such 
basic motions as reach, move, and grasp, and were developed from motion 
picture studies of industrial operations. Montag (58) used a macro 
predetermined motion-time system. Master Standard Data, to determine the 
feasibility of using this work measurement tool to enable food service 
management to establish production times and thereby achieve better 
utilization of food production personnel. Two quantity food production 
recipes were analyzed by this method. Although accurate, Montag found 
this approach to work measurement to be too time consuming for extensive 
application. Montag then undertook to combine basic elements into larger 
elements with which she established standard times. These larger elements 
were referred to as precoded standard elements. A considerable saving in 
analytical time resulted from establishing labor times for the two quanti­
ty recipes through use of the precoded standard elements. 
Bartscht et al. (6) used a combination of work measurement tools to 
develop a comprehensive guide for the analysis, evaluation, and prediction 
of dietary workloads. The data reported consisted of a listing of the dif? 
ferent operations performed within a dietary department and the time 
standards for each of the operations. Normal times for over 300 operation­
al elements were developed. The times for each activity "\cluded time for 
transportation within a work area; separate calculations were necessary to 
reflect the transportation time between work areas. Bartscht's methodology 
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provided a systematic step by step procedure for determining both present 
and future staffing requirements. The user of the proposed procedure was 
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asked to break down his department workloads into the total number of 
batches and portions, or other indicated count, for each category of work 
performed in a week. Required man-hours or standard staffing could be 
computed by applying the normal times to the workload data and adjusting 
the times for personal needs, fatigue, and unavoidable delay. Problem 
areas were identified by comparing existing staff with estimated standard 
staffing. 
Approaches to Determining Equipment Requirements 
Review of the literature revealed that limited research has been 
done to develop criteria for ascertaining the type and amount of equipment 
required to meet the demand of a given workload. Thomas (76) used time 
study to determine the equipment and layout required to achieve maximum 
production with a minimum expenditure of human energy. Schneider (69) 
used an annual cost approach to compare two methods of dish-pantry design. 
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The Batelle Memorial Institute, under^contract with the Economic Research 
Service, United States Department of Agriculture, used a systems approach 
to determine the feasibility of centralizing food preparation in the 
school lunch program (66). 
Thomas (76) chose a cafeteria for study from which a multi-choice 
menu was served. Process charts were used to trace each typical product 
through the various pieces of equipment in which it was processed, 
recording the amount of food processed or space required, and the time for 
such processing. A second type of data collected was on equipment usage. 
These data included a complete record of the usage of each piece of equip­
ment in the range and vegetable area for one entire week. Data were 
collected during a week of normal business when menus were judged to be 
representative of those usually served in the cafeteria. The observer was 
stationed at a point from which all equipment was visible and recorded the 
time at which use of the equipment began and ended. From the elapsed 
times, equipment production demands were ascertained. 
In order to demonstrate the time study method for determining equip­
ment requirements for an institution kitchen, Thomas illustrated an 
analysis of a multi-choice cafeteria that offered a selective menu to 500 
patrons. Thomas did not introduce the element of cost into her analysis. 
On the grounds that traditional methods of design for a dish room do 
not lead to an economic solution, Schneider (69) compared alternative 
methods of design which he termed the peak-hourly method and the spread-
work- load method. In the peak-hourly method, the equipment and layout of 
a dish room and the staffing were designed to handle the dishes as they 
arrived; in the spread-work-load method, a dish room was designed so that 
all dishes would be cleaned within some longer time. Typical numbers of 
dishes per man-hour were determined by time study for the performance of 
such activities as scrapping, sorting and stacking of dishes, and loading 
dishes onto racks. In his analysis, Schneider used the lowest annual cost 
approach to arrive at an economic solution. The costs that were con­
sidered were labor, depreciation of the dish machine, maintenance of the 
dish machine, detergent, rinse drying agent, water, space, and storage. 
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The basis for each cost was outlined. From the results of his cost 
analysis, Schneider concluded that the spread-work-load method of dish 
room design was the most economical. Time value of money was not recog­
nized in this study. 
The Batelle Memorial Institute performed an intensive study in eight 
diverse school lunch systems utilizing central kitchens. This study 
stemmed from the need to expand the National School Lunch Program into 
older urban schools where installation of kitchen facilities was not 
feasible. One of the objectives of the study was to provide indicators 
from operating experience on organizational facility requirements of a 
central kitchen approach. A complete description was obtained by detailed 
observation and time study of physical facilities and methods of operation 
in the eight school systems. Cost data were obtained from existing 
records. These cost data were separated into five major functional 
components, program administration, food receiving and storage, lunch 
preparation, lunch distribution, and food service. The components were 
further subdivided into individual tasks. After individual operations 
were analyzed for common elements and variations, the components or serv­
ices were reconstructed or synthesized to obtain estimates of facility, 
equipment and labor requirements for four levels of lunch output ranging 
from 1,000 to 20,000 lunches daily. Since the resulting estimates were 
based upon observed operating experience, the findings in this study 
reflected actual performance and were not estimates of optimum operating 
conditions (66). 
Although different approaches have been used by food service 
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researchers to analyze the problems of high labor costs and low produc­
tivity, little has been done to analyze specifically why labor costs have 
been high and productivity has been low. The use of labor-saving equipment 
will be considered in the present study since there is an apparent correla­
tion between investment in equipment and value of output per worker. A 
procedure is needed to enable food service managers to determine the 




Mechanization may be defined as the substitution of machinery for 
manpower. An early impetus to mechanize stemmed from a need to substitute 
equipment for human power in order to increase productivity. Since there 
is a possible correlation between investment in equipment and output per 
worker, this study of engineering valuation of selected food service 
operations was designed to investigate some of the relationships between 
mechanized equipment and human power. 
The first consideration in the present study was to establish crite­
ria to be used in the selection of food service equipment for study. The 
first criterion was to select labor-saving equipment. Quantity food 
production equipment, for which labor at the present time is not substi­
tuted directly, includes such items as the range, oven, broiler, fryer, 
steamer, and steam-jacketed kettle. It is recognized, however, that 
improvements in some features of these pieces of equipment have helped 
the food service worker in the performance of his task. Quantity food 
production equipment for which labor can be substituted directly includes 
such items as the food chopper, vegetable cutter and slicer, and food 
slicer. These items have been referred to as labor-saving equipment (65). 
The second criterion established was to identify food service equipment 
from which output ws.s measurable. The third criterion was to select 
equipment that would function with a reasonable future before obsolescence. 
Some factors that could render food service equipment obsolete over time 
are the introduction of new food products and technological changes in 
equipment. 
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Based on the criteria established, the following machines were chosen 
for consideration: 
1. Pie-rolling machine 
2. Tart-press machine 
3. Doughnut-making machine 
4. Vegetable peeler 
5. Food slicer 
6. Automatic food slicer 
7. Food chopper 
8. Vegetable cutter and slicer 
A description of each machine is given in Appendix A. In addition to 
these machines, an analysis was made for a food grinder. The results of 
this analysis are not included in the present report because the type of 
grinder studied is not usually used in quantity food production kitchens. 
The term operation has many connotations. According to a dictionary 
definition, the term in general may refer to an act, process, or effect 
of operating. In the definition, the term, process, is enlarged to denote 
a method or way of working or functioning (84). Hence, the term, opera­
tion, will be used synonymously with the term, method, in this report. 
Two methods of accomplishing work were considered in connection with 
the machines chosen for study, man-machine operations and nonmachine 
operations. Man-machine operations include such factors as time and cost 
which result from a worker and a machine performing an activity; nonmachine 
operations include such factors as time and cost which result from a 
worker performing an activity with the aid of only simple hand tools. An 
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engineering valuation cost approach to value was used to compare the man-
machine and nonmachine operations to determine the volume at which costs 
of the equipment would be offset by possible savings in labor expense. 







Automatic food slicer 







Man-machine vs. nonmachine 
Man-machine vs. nonmachine 
Man-machine (prepared mix) vs. 
nonmachine (conventional recipe) 
Man-machine (prepared mix) vs. 
nonmachine (prepared mix) 
Man-machine vs. nonmachine 
Man-machine vs. nonmachine 
Man-machine vs. nonmachine 
Man-machine for automatic food slicer 
vs. man-machine for food slicer 
Man-machine vs. nonmachine 
Man-machine vs. nonmachine 
Vegetable cutter and slicer Man-machine vs. nonmachine 
(single-choice menu) 
Vegetable cutter and slicer Man-machine vs. nonmachine 
(multi-choice menu) 
Both aan-machine and nonmachine operations yielded essentially comparable 
products. Factors common to both man-machine and nonmachine operations 
were not given consideration in the analyses, for example, cost of food, 
and cost of lighting, heating, and space. 
Comparisons for the doughnut-making machine and the slicing machines 
require some specific explanation. The lease agreement for the doughnut-
making machine stipulated the use of a specified brand of prepared 
doughnut mix. For this reason, man-machine operations were conçared 
against two nonmachine methods of doughnut preparation, the operator using 
a conventional doughnut recipe, and the operator using a prepared dou^nut 
mix. At first the inclusion of a cost of food was considered for the man-
machine (prepared mix) vs. nonmachine (conventional recipe) comparison. 
Costing of the conventional recipe revealed that the ingredients used were 
almost equal in cost to that of the prepared mix for identical yields. 
Since the food slicer and the automatic food slicer represented two 
technological levels in labor saving equipment, it was decided to compare 
the man-machine operations for the two machines. 
A procedure was developed to compare the man-machine and nonmachine 
operations with the objective in mind to enable food service managers to 
determine the economic advantage between these operations for their partic­
ular establishments. Details of the procedure are included in the report 
of the Investigation and Findings. A brief summary of the procedure 
follows. 
The first step was to develop estimates of volume outputs for the 
operations compared. It was necessary to determine the functions of each 
machine. Although the writer had a working knowledge of the operational 
features of the machines, a two week period was spent in the kitchen of a 
university residence hall observing and recording the general processes 
relative to machine use. This period of orientation was followed by 
observations in quantity production units of different type and volume 
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where estimates of volume outputs were determined. 
The next step was to develop man-machine and nonmachine time esti­
mates by time study and to apply these time estimates to the volume 
outputs assigned to each machine. Man-machine time estimates expressed 
machine time and worker time with benefit of machine; nonmachine time 
estimates expressed worker time without benefit of machine. These times 
were required to compute the power costs and labor costs for man-machine 
operations and the labor costs for nonmachine operations. The man-
machine and nonmachine time estimates were applied to the volume outputs 
of each machine in order to compute the total machine time and total 
worker time devoted to each output. 
One way of reflecting the desirability of recovering invested capital 
with a rate of return is to compare alternatives on the basis of equivalent 
uniform annual cost using a given interest rate as the minimum attractive 
rate of return. The engineering economy method of annual cost was the 
method used to develop annual cost estimates for the man-machine and 
nonmachine operations. Annual costs were computed for each volume output 
for each machine at six wage rates per hour, $0.75, $1.25, $1.75, $2.25, 
$2.75, and $3.25. Compound interest factors were used to convert the 
first costs or installed costs of the machines into equivalent annual 
costs. Annual operating costs such as labor, maintenance, and power were 
also included in the annual cost computations. 
Economic comparisons between man-machine and nonmachine operations 
were made at each wage rate to determine the point at which the cost of 
a machine is offset by savings in labor expense. Breakeven analysis is 
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a method of providing a focal point for tying together such relationships. 
Mathematical equations were computed to describe the costs for man-machine 
and nonmachine operations at each wage rate. Breakeven volume outputs 
were determined by solving man-machine and nonmachine equations for 
corresponding wage rates simultaneously. Since the food service operator's 
wage rates are likely to fall between those chosen for study, breakeven 
wage functions were derived to evaluate all wage rates between the upper 
and lower limits studied. 
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INVESTIGATION AND FINDINGS 
A common problem faced by many food service managers using major 
items of food service equipment is that of deciding whether to accomplish 
work by men or machines. The complex nature of the problem undoubtedly 
causes many food service managers to apply a rule-of-thumb solution in 
resolving the question. As a result, such managers may be overlooking a 
significant area of potential economy. 
The purpose of the present study was to compare man-machine opera­
tions for selected food service equipment with nonmachine operations to 
determine the economic advantage between man-machine and nonmachine 
methods. Data collected were used to develop formulas and graphs to enable 
food service managers to make economically advantageous decisions. Through 
this study, an effort has been made to improve criteria for man/machine 
decisions. 
An outline of each step of the investigation follows. Findings 
pertinent to each phase are reported. The type of data required in 
development of bases for selecting the more economical of two alternative 
means of accomplishing work are given. 
The steps in the investigation were as follows; 
1. Determine volume outputs for the selected operations 
2. Develop time estimates for unit volumes of man-machine and 
nonmachine operations; measure variability of time estimate data 
by statistical means; and apply time estimates to determine total 
man-machine and nonmachine times for each volume output 
3. Apply wage rates to total man-machine and nonmachine times for 
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different volume outputs; and develop annual cost estimates for 
man-machine and nonmachine operations at different volumes and 
the benchmark wage rates 
4. Develop mathematical equations to describe the costs of man-
machine and nonmachine operations; and compare costs of man-
machine and nonmachine operations by breakeven analysis 
5. Derive breakeven wage rate/volume functions mathematically to 
evaluate all wage rates between the upper and lower limits 
studied. 
Determination of Volume Outputs 
for the Selected Operations 
To compare the cost of using the labor-saving equipment chosen for 
study against nonmachine costs, volume outputs or workloads were deter­
mined for each food service operation. During preliminary observations, 
it became apparent that the machines chosen for study might be classified 
in two categories, single-product machines and multi-product machines. 
Machines in which one or relatively few products were processed were con­
sidered single-product machines; multi-product machines were used to 
process a variety of products. The machines classified as single-product 
were the pie-rolling machine, tart-press machine, doughnut-making machine, 
vegetable peeler, food slicer, and automatic food slicer. The machines 
classified as multi-product were the food chopper and the vegetable cutter 
and slicer. Determination of volume outputs is discussed for each cate­
gory. 
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Determination of volume outputs for single-product machines 
Volume outputs for the single-product machines were chosen at incre­
ments of representative quantities. Units produced per week seemed to be 
the most reasonable base for the pie-rolling machine, tart-press, and 
doughnut-making machine. 
Volume outputs for the vegetable peeler were related to the number of 
pounds of potatoes and carrots to serve a specified number of people. 
Since the vegetable peeler processed both potatoes and carrots, it was 
necessary to determine workloads on the basis of proportional use of both 
vegetables. The quantities of potatoes used was determined on the basis 
of two servings per pound per day. The quantity of carrots per as 
purchased pound was based on the assumption that a food service was likely 
to serve carrots at least one time during a two week period as a vegetable, 
and to use an equal amount in preparation of other products during the 
same period. A serving allowance of 4.5 per as purchased pound of carrots 
per two week period was used; an equal amount per person per period was 
allowed for use as an ingredient in such menu items as soups, entrees, and 
salads. 
Volume outputs were assigned to the food sllcer and automatic food 
sllcer on the basis of total pounds of food sliced per week. A check of 
such food service establishments as a hospital and a university residence 
hall indicated that approximately equal amounts of beef, pork, ham, and 
cheese were sliced per week. Hence, the workloads assigned to the food 
sllcer and automatic food sllcer represented these foods in equal propor­
tion. Lamb and veal were not Included in the weighting. Data for these 
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foods were not available because of local food usage. Volume outputs 
assigned to the single-product machines are shown in Table 1. 
Table 1. Volume outputs assigned to single-product machines 
Machine Unit Volume outputs 





100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600 
Tart-press 
machine 
Tarts per week 60, 180, 300, 420, 540, 660 
Doughnut-making 
machine 
Doughnuts per week 80, 400, 720, 1040 
Vegetable peeler Founds of potatoes per 
day 
7%, 15, 30, 45, 60 
Founds of carrots per 
two week period 
7, 13, 27, 40, 52 
Food slicer Founds of beef, pork, 
ham, and cheese per week 
40, 80, 120, 160, 200 
Automatic food 
slicer 
Founds of beef, pork, 
ham, and cheese per week 
200, 400, 600, 800, 1000 , 1200 
Determination of volume outputs for multi-product machines 
Determination of volume outputs for the multi-product machines, food 
chopper and vegetable cutter and slicer, required a more complex procedure. 
Arbitrary assignment of workloads to these machines would have been a 
meaningless exercise, for it would have prevented the possibility of 
enabling food service managers to identify their establishments with the 
study. It was decided that managers would best be able to determine the 
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economic advantage between man-machine and nonmachine use on the basis of 
volume of production in an actual operation. 
During the preliminary stages of this phase of the study, the plan 
was to assign volume outputs to the food chopper and vegetable cutter and 
slicer by observing these machines in a university residence hall during a 
two-week operating period. An attempt was made to secure a complete 
record of machine usage for production of the luncheon and dinner menus. 
This approach was abandoned because the menu in one institution may not be 
representative of the menu in other institutions, the machines were not 
put to optimum use at all times, and the approach was found to be very 
time consuming. 
It was decided to assign volume outputs to the food chopper and 
vegetable cutter and slicer on the basis of machine use determined by 
menus actually served to given volumes. In man-machine operations, the 
assumption was made that the machine was used as completely as possible in 
the total operation. The decision was also made to study these machines in 
both single-choice menu and multi-choice menu food service operations. Two 
single-choice and one multi-choice menu food service establishments were 
chosen for study. 
The two single-choice menu establishments were a hospital and a 
university residence hall serving college men. The average total volume 
of the lunch and dinner meals was 120 for the hospital and 2069 for the 
residence hall. Hence the volume outputs for the food chopper and vege­
table cutter were determined on the basis of these volumes. Machine use 
data were obtained from an analysis of the menu served, recipes used, and 
production amounts. These data were collected during two-week periods in 
each establishment when menus were judged to be representative of those 
usually served. It was not feasible to accumulate comparable data at 
other levels of volume. A one day sauqjle of the data collected in the 
university residence hall for the food chopper and vegetable cutter is 
given in Appendix A. 
A college union was the multi-choice menu food service chosen for 
study. Machine use data were obtained over a two week period in the same 
manner that"was used for the single-choice menu services. Because of the 
complex nature of the menu, it was not considered necessary to extend the 
study to other multi-choice menu establishments. It was decided to treat 
the use data for each day as one volume output. Hence the volume outputs 
for the food chopper and the vegetable cutter in the multi-choice service 
were for 14 volumes, one for each day of the two-week study period. A one 
day sample of the data collected in the college union for the food chopper 
and the vegetable cutter and slicer is given in Appendix A. 
Development of Time Estimates and Determination of 
Total Man-Machine and Nonmachine Times for Each Volume Output 
The next step in the investigation was to develop basic time esti­
mates for man-machine and nonmachine activities. In order to compute 
power costs, it was necessary to know the length of time that the machines 
were running for each assigned workload; in order to compute labor costs 
for both man-machine and nonmachine operations, it was necessary to know 
the amount of time that the worker devoted to each workload. 
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Time study was the work measurement tool used to develop the basic 
man-machine and nonmachine time estimates. The procedure followed for 
developing these estimates was based chiefly on Barnes' (5) recommenda­
tions for making time study observations. 
To determine basic time estimates, the general process relative to 
each man-machine activity was divided into segments that were easily 
distinguishable as to quantities of food processed and starting and 
stopping points. To separate labor time from machine time, it was neces­
sary to know the amount of machine time that absorbed the attention of 
the operator. This separation was facilitated by classifying machine 
activities according to three possible types of machine cycles, automatic 
machine cycles, nonautomatic machine cycles - machine paced, and 
nonautomatic machine cycles - worker paced. Since the component parts of 
any task include not only productive time but also time spent in getting 
ready to produce and cleaning up after production, and since the set-up 
and clean-up times were obviously not common to both man-machine and 
nonmachine activities, these times were recorded separately for each 
cycle. The following alpha-mnemonic symbols were used to describe the 
machine cycles: 
MH Machine handling - both machine and worker busy but not produc­
tive; time includes load and unload, or set-up and clean-up 
M Manual - worker productive; time is completely manual and 
separate from machine time 
AM Automatic machine - automatic machine productive; worker is free 
to perform unrelated tasks 
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MP Machine paced - nonautomatlc machine productive; worker must be 
present to start and stop the machine but may leave or remain 
while machine is running 
WP Worker paced - nonautomatlc machine and worker productive; worker 
must be present to pace or feed the machine while machine is 
running; worker must be present to start and stop the machine 
D Delay - neither machine nor worker productive; time represents 
uncontrollable delay. Delay time was identified and timed but 
eliminated from time estimates. 
Of the machines studied, the doughnut-making machine and the automatic 
food sllcer were classified as automatic, the potato peeler as nonauto­
matlc - machine paced, and the pie-rolling machine, tart-press machine, 
food sllcer, food chopper, and vegetable cutter as nonautomatlc - worker 
paced. The possible machine cycles recognized in order to determine 
worker time and machine time were as follows: 
Cvcle Subiect Set-up Productive Clean-up 
timed time time time 
Automatic machine Worker MH M MH 
Machine MH AM MH 
Nonautomatlc machine Worker MH M MH 
(machine paced) 
Machine MH MP MH 
Nonautomatlc machine Worker MH WP MH 
(worker paced) 
Machine MH WP MH 
The nonmachine time estimates that were determined expressed worker 
time without benefit of machine. Consideration was given only to non-
machine activities which were the counterpart of machine functions. 
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Nonmachine activities were also divided into segments that were easily 
discernible as to quantity of food processed and starting and stopping 
points. These segments were subdivided into three parts, set-up, do, and 
clean-up. In performing these activities, the workers used such hand 
tools as a knife, rolling pin, and vegetable peeler. 
Barnes (5) stated that the time required to perform an activity may 
be expected to vary slightly from one observation to another. Although 
an operator worked at a uniform pace, he would not always perform each 
element of consecutive cycles in exactly the same time. At an early 
stage, therefore, the size of the sample for the basic time estimates was 
considered. The objective was to avoid making the sample so small that 
the time estimates were too inaccurate to be useful, and to avoid taking a 
sample that was so large that the estimates were more accurate than was 
required. A sample size of 16 observations was considered feasible. 
The man-machine and nonmachine activities were timed by continuous 
timing technique with a decimal-minute stop-watch. In this method, the 
watch was allowed to run continuously from the beginning to the end of 
each study. The position of the hands at the termination of each element 
was observed and recorded. 
The time data were collected in various food service establishments 
on the Iowa State University campus. Worker time data were sometimes based 
on observations of more than one operator. The workers were informed in 
advance that a time study was to be made and were requested to follow their 
normal working pattern. To correct for human variables, a performance 
rating was applied to the observed times for each activity to level the 
time estimates. Because personal, fatigue, and delay allowances might be 
expected to vary greatly among different institutions, the times were not 
adjusted for these factors. 
A total of 121 time samples of 16 observations each were collected. 
The mean or average of ach time sample was considered to be a representa­
tive time for each sample and will be referred to as the time estimate. 
Each man-machine and nonmachine time estimate is identified by a short 
description in Appendix B. The man-machine time estimates are classified 
by alpha-mnemonic symbols. Although the automatic food slicer performed 
counting and stacking activities in addition to slicing activities, time 
estimates were developed for slicing activities only. 
The statistics, computed for the 121 time samples were the arithmetic 
mean, interval estimates, and the coefficient of variation. These data, 
obtained by electronic computer, are also reported in Appendix B. Inter­
val estimates were obtained from each sançle using a confidence probabili­
ty of 0.95. Standard methods were used in the calculation (71). 
The coefficient of variation is a measure of relative variation. It 
expresses the standard deviation as a percentage of the mean. Symbolical­
ly, the coefficient of variation can be written, C. of V. = s/y x 100 
(25). The coefficients of variation of 111 time samples fell between 0.1 
and 11.9 percent. The coefficients of variation of the remaining 10 time 
samples fell between 12.8 and 18.6 percent. These high coefficients of 
variation described time samples that included the three activities, 
set-up, do, and clean-up. It was noted that clean-up activities as a 
group tended to have higher coefficients of variation than set-up and do 
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activities. 
The next step was to apply the man-machine and nonmachine time esti­
mates to the series of volume outputs determined for each machine to 
compute total machine times and total man times for each volume output. 
Machine time was separated from labor time for man-machine operations. 
The alpha-mnemonic symbols that were used to classify each man-machine 
activity facilitated the separation. The time estimates for the productive 
or do part of each task were obtained by multiplying the basic time 
estimates by the various workloads assigned to each machine. Machine 
running time was identified by the symbols, AM, MP, and WP. Worker time 
for man-machine operations was confuted from the addition of the time 
identified by productive symbols M, WP, and the set-up and clean-up symbol, 
MH. 
When applying set-up and clean-up times to the workloads of each 
machine, an attempt was made to determine usual practices in institution 
kitchens. On the basis of practices reported, set-up and clean-up times 
were applied once a day for single-product machine and nonmachine activi­
ties. Set-up times for multi-product machine activities were repeated for 
each menu item prepared. Clean-up times for multi-product machine 
activities were applied once a day i^en only one menu item was prepared, 
twice a day when more than one menu item was prepared, before the process­
ing of nuts, and after the processing of meat products. The total 
man-machine and nonmachine times are given in Appendix C. 
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Development of Annual Cost Estimates for Man-Machine and 
Nonraachine Operations at Different Volumes and Wage Rates 
Dollar outlay was the common denominator used to make capital invest­
ment and labor commensurate. The engineering economy method of annual 
cost was the method chosen to develop annual cost estimates of man-machine 
and nonmachine operations at different volumes and wage rates. 
Barish (4) stated that the use of annual cost comparisons as a basis 
for economy decisions fitted in with the normal pattern of thinking of 
business people. Because business people think in terms of annual costs 
in such phases of management as financial planning and control, Barish 
postulated that annual costs were less mistrusted than other less familiar 
comparisons. 
The annual cost of a machine is the sum of the equivalent annual 
operating costs and the equivalent annual cost of capital recovery (4, 
33). Nonmachine cost is the total number of hours of labor expended per 
year multiplied by a rate per hour. 
Annual operating costs include the sum of such items as labor, main­
tenance, power, and supplies. The annual cost of capital recovery denotes 
the end-of-period payments in a uniform series continuing over the 
economic service life of a machine. 
The annual cost of capital recovery was calculated by the following 
formula (4, 33): 
Annual Cost of Capital Recovery (ACCR) equals (P - L)(crf, i, n) + Li 
P represents the installed cost of the machine 
L represents the prospective net salvage value of the machine 
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erf represents the capital recovery factor 
i represents an interest rate per period or minimum attractive return 
n represents a number of interest periods or the prospective economic 
service life of the machine 
The installed cost of a machine is the sum of the list price of the 
machine and other costs such as transportation, insurance in transit, 
uncrating on arrival, tying into an electrical source, and the cost of 
extending water lines. If P is the installed cost of an asset and L its 
prospective salvage value at the end of n years, P minus L is the depreci­
able portion of the asset, and L is the nondepreciable portion. The 
annual cost of capital recovery is calculated on the depreciable portion 
of the asset and only interest is charged on the nondepreciable salvage-
value portion (4). To find the uniform end-of-year payment, ACCR, which 
can be secured in n years from a present investment, P, with interest rate 
i, the depreciable portion of the asset is multiplied by the capital 
recovery factor (erf) (30). The capital recovery factor may be expressed 
as follows: 
(1+1)" - 1 
Computed capital recovery factors may be found in compound interest tables 
for different interest rates and values of n (30). 
Annual man-machine and annual nonmachine costs were computed for the 
stipulated volume outputs at the specified hourly wage rates for the food 
service operations studied. These costs are summarized for man-machine 
and nonmachine operations for the pie-rolling machine and for the vegetable 
cutter and slicer (multi-choice menu) in Appendix D. The computation of 
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these costs is demonstrated for these machines at one volume output and at 
one wage rate in the same Appendix. A discussion follows of the bases for 
treating each of the above variables, and the operating costs, labor, 
power, and maintenance, in determining man-machine and nonmachine costs 
for this study. 
Annual cost of capital recovery variables 
To determine the installed cost of the machines, the list prices were 
obtained from manufacturers. With the exception of the doughnut-making 
machine, all machines could be purchased outright. The doughnut machine 
was available only on a 10-year lease basis. Since the lease charge was 
payable in advance, it was treated in the same manner as the list prices 
of the other machines. 
In some cases, the list prices of the machines included delivery 
costs. In the cases where delivery costs were not included in the list 
price, the freight-on-board rate and the insurance rate were obtained from 
the local express agency. The freight-on-board rate depended on the class 
of merchandise, shipping wei^t, and distance traveled. The insurance 
rate of the first $50 free and 23 cents for each additional $100 value was 
used. 
An industrial engineer's opinion of the time required to uncrate the 
machines on arrival was sought. The estimated average time for the 
machines being considered was one-half hour for each of two men. The 
labor rate used was §1.25 per hour. 
The cost of tying into an electrical source and running a conduit for 
20 feet was estimated to be $20 by a local contractor. This figure was 
confirmed by an electrical engineer. The running of the conduit included 
the cost of such materials as a one-half inch conduit switchbox of gal­
vanized metal, one-half inch steel conduit, conduit wire, thermoplastic 
wire, a 110 volt grounded receptacle, and receptacle plate. 
The cost of extending a water line for 20 feet was estimated to be 
$50 by a univers-'.ty physical plant superintendent. This figure was con­
firmed by a civil engineer. Such materials as a shut-off valve and 
insulated piping were included in this estimate. 
The installed cost of each machine is given in Appendix D. 
The selection of a particular interest rate for use in an engineering 
economy study implies that the rate is believed to be the minimum attrac­
tive rate of return (30). Reynolds (63) stated that an investment should 
at least earn a return consistent with a four to five percent yield on the 
low-risk savings bank deposit. In his study on dishwashers, Schneider 
(69) stated that the interest rate may range from four to six percent. 
The interest rate of five percent was used in the present study. 
The prospective economic service life of an asset can be estimated 
from the distribution of service lives that the same or similar assets 
have had in the past. Data of this description, however, are not avail­
able for food service equipment. Reynolds (63) stated that with the two 
inherent risks of changing public tastes and other economic hazards 
beyond the control of the operator, it would seem prudent to examine any 
proposed investment against the standard of being able to make complete 
recovery in 10 years. The Depreciating Guidelines published in 1962 by 
the Internal Revenue Service, United States Treasury Department, listed 
most restaurant equipment with a 10-year useful life (15). Schneider (69) 
assumed a write-off of 10 years in his dishwashing study. Supported by 
opinions expressed in the literature, a prospective economic service life 
of 10 years was used. 
Salvage value for each machine was considered as zero. The decision 
to abandon salvage value was made after verbal communications with equip­
ment dealers. The dealers stated that salvage on a used machine was 
generally zero unless there was a ready outlet or waiting buyer for the 
machine. 
Annual operating costs variables 
Salary scales can and do vary over the food service industry. A 
published salary scale for food service workers in the city of Chicago in 
1965 revealed that average salaries ranged from $3.25 per hour for workers 
classified as chefs or assistant chefs, to $1.46 per hour for workers 
classified as potwashers, cleaners, and runners (11). The 1964 United 
States Department of Labor survey of restaurants and other food service 
enterprises revealed that wages paid by employers to nonsupervisory 
employees in "eating and drinking places" averaged $1.14 per hour. The 
average wage paid nontipped employees was $1.34 per hour as compared with 
an average of $0.81 per hour for employees who customarily received tips 
(82). Considering these wage reports, the following six levels of wage 
rates were used: $0.75, $1.25, $1.75, $2.25, $2.75, and $3.25. 
Maintenance costs are a part of operating costs. Maintenance costs 
include such expenditure as machine servicing, repair, and replacement of 
parts. Schneider (69) stated that the cost of maintenance was very 
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difficult to assess accurately. In his study, he assumed an annual charge 
of 10 percent of the installed cost. Flack (22) stated that a general 
figure of five percent per year was acceptable over a 10 year period. An 
annual maintenance charge of five percent of the installed cost of the 
machines was levied in the present study. 
Although the costs of power as a percentage of the total annual cost 
estimates in this study were not significant, their inclusion were con­
sidered appropriate since they are a constantly recurring expense. Power 
rates in most conanunities are levied in proportion to the amount of power 
consumed. Since food service is often part of a large organization, the 
lowest local rate, .015 cent per kilowatt hour (KWH), was used in this 
study. Power costs were not considered in the analyses for the doughnut 
making machine since these costs were common to both man-machine and 
nonmachine operations. 
Comparison of Costs of Man-Machine and Nonmachine 
Operations by Breakeven Analysis 
The next step in the procedure was to conq)are the costs of man-machine 
and nonmachine operations at each wage rate by mathematical breakeven 
analysis. The point at which the costs of the operations were found to be 
equal is referred to as the breakeven volume output. 
Mathematical breakeven analysis requires that the experimental data 
which will vary with output be expressed as mathematical equations. One 
way of determining the approximate equations of straight lines and curves 
is the method of least squares (25). The criterion of least squares 
demands that the line or curve to which the data are fitted be such that 
the sum of the squares of the deviations from the points to the line be a 
minimum. 
The problem is to find the equation which provides the best possible 
fit to the data. The question of the type of equation to fit given data 
can often be decided by plotting the data on various types of arithmetic 
paper (25). 
One of the simplest and most widely used equations for expressing 
relationships is the linear equation. The term, linear equation, owes 
its name to the fact that pairs of values of x and y, which satisfy an 
equation of the form y = bx + a, plotted on ordinary rectangular coordinate 
paper will fall on or close to a straight line. 
Since data cannot always be described adequately by means of straight 
lines, it is necessary to consider fitting a curve to the data. If a 
series of data does not exhibit a linear trend when plotted on rectangular 
coordinate paper, it may appear to be linear when plotted on semi-log 
paper, log-log paper or other kinds of paper with special scales. Data 
which appear linear when plotted on semi-log paper are referred to as 
exponential trends because x appears as the exponent. The equation is of 
d^c 
the form y = be . Data which are not linear on either rectangular or 
semi-log paper may show a linear trend when plotted on log-log paper. 
These data are referred to as parabolic trends or power functions. The 
equation for this family of curves is of the form y = bx®. 
In the linear equation, y = bx + a, b is a constant denoting the 
slope of the line and a is a constant denoting the y intercept of the line. 
Once a and b are determined by the method of least squares, a predicted 
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value of y for any given value of x may be determined by direct substitu­
tion. The method of least squares has yielded the following formulas for 
the derivation of b and a in the linear equation (25); 
n n n 
n(2 Xj. y^) - (Z x^) ( L  y^) 
i=l i=l i=l 
b = 
n 2 2 
n(Z X. ) - (Z X.) 
i=l i=l 
n n 
(S y.) - b (Z X.) 
i=l i=l 
a = ——————————— 
The problem of fitting an exponential or power function is that of 
determining numerical values for the constants by applying the technique 
of least squares. For purposes of the present study, discussion has been 
limited to power functions. The constants, m and b, for the power func­
tion, y = bx™, may be derived from the following formulas (25): 
n n n 
n(Z log Xj^ log yp - (Z log x^ (Z log y^^) 
i=l i=l i=l 
m = 
9 2 
n(Z log x.^) - (Z log Xj^) 
i=l i=l 
n n 
(Z log y^) - m (Z log x^) 
log b = 
In order to compare the costs of man-machine and nonmachine opera­
tions, mathematical equations were developed to describe the costs of the 
operations. Before the mathematical equations could be developed, it was 
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necessary to determine the equation which provided the best possible fit 
to the data. In addition to other attempts to find the equations which 
provided the best possible fit, the data were plotted on rectangular 
coordinate, semi-log, and log-log paper. In plotting, the y axis was 
labeled as the cost axis and the x axis as the volume output axis. Each 
series of man-machine and nonmachine costs, y values, was plotted against 
the corresponding volume output data, x values. For example, at the given 
wage rate of $0.75 per hour, x and y values for the pie-rolling machine 












0 121 0 0 
100 178 100 75 
200 223 200 149 
300 269 300 222 
400 315 400 296 
500 360 500 369 
600 406 600 443 
As the volume outputs were plotted against annual costs, they were 
observed to follow consistent patterns for the different wage rates. For 
example, if the plots exhibited linear trends at the $0.75 wage rate, the 
data for the five remaining wage rates chosen for study also exhibited 
linear trends. The plots for all nonmachine operations and for man-
machine operations for the pie-rolling machine, tart-press machine, food 
slicer, food chopper (multi-choice menu), and vegetable cutter and slicer 
(multi-choice menu) exhibited linear trends when plotted on ordinary 
rectangular coordinate paper. The data for the man-machine operations 
for the doughnut-making machine, vegetable peeler, automatic food slicer, 
food chopper (single-choice menu), and vegetable cutter (multi-choice 
menu) exhibited linear trends when plotted on log-log paper. 
Equations which were found to give the best fit to the man-machine 
and nonmachine cost data were then computed. Except for the vegetable 
peeler, the volume outputs that had been assigned to each machine were 
used as x values. For computational purposes, x values for the vegetable 
peeler were based on pounds of potatoes per day. The additional use of 
this machine for the processing of carrots was assumed. Each series of 
man-machine and nonmachine costs was considered as y values, the variable 
to be predicted in terms of the corresponding output, x values. In the 
calculation, the cost data were rounded to the nearest dollar and the 
equations were derived by the methods which have been described. The 
equations are shown in Table 2. 
For each volume output, therefore, there is an actual value of cost 
data and a calculated value of cost date that may be obtained from the 
equations. The largest percentage departure of the calculated value from 
the actual cost value for each equation is given in Appendix E. For man-
machine equations, these deviations range from zero to 20 percent with a 
mean of seven percent and a mode of six percent; for nonmachine equations, 
these deviations range from zero to 29 percent with a mean of nine percent 
and a mode of one percent. 
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Table 2. Man-machine and nonmachine equations and corresponding 
breakeven volume outputs 
Wage Annual cost equations Breakeven 
rate volume 
Machine $/hr. Man-machine Nonmachine outputs 
Pie-rolling .75 y = 126.43 + .47% y = .87 + .74x 465 pies/wk. 
1.25 y 129.86 + .78x y = 1.61 + 1.22x 291 
1.75 y = 135.86 + 1.09x y 2.40 + 1.72x 212 
2.25 y 139.29 + 1.40x y 2.98 + 2.21x 168 
2.75 y = 142.86 + 1.71x y = 4.00 + 2.70x 140 
3.25 y = 148.57 + 2.03X y = 4.36 + 3.19X 125 
Tart-press .75 y = 120.51 + .19x y = .0 + .35x 753 tarts/wk 
1.25 y 126.49 + .31x y .31 + .58x 467 
1.75 y 130.37 + .44x y = 2.63 + .81x 345 
2.25 y 133.26 + .57x y 3.37 + 1.04x 276 
2.75 y = 139.37 + .69x y 3.40 + 1.27x 234 










= 12.12+ .41x 






ventional 1.75 y 78x'lG27 y 31.80 + .95x 180 
recipe for 
nonmachine) 2.25 y 78x':098 y 40.24 + 1.22x 151 
2.75 y 78x'2327 y = 53.16 + 1.48x 127 
3.25 y = 78x'%529 y = 60.12 + 1.76x 112 
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Table 2. (Continued) 
Wage Annual cost equations Breakeven 
rate volume 
Machine $/hr Man-machine Nonmachine outputs 
.1053 
410 Doughnut- .75 y 81x y = 13.28 + .34x dough­
making 
. 1486 nuts /wk, 
machine 1.25 y 79x" y = 19.64 + .57x 289 
(using pre­
pared mix 1.75 y 78x 1*2' y 28.40 + .80x 230 
for non-
78%'2098 machine) 2.25 y y 34.96 + 1.03x 196 
2.75 y 78x'2327 y 41.32 + 1.26x 172 
3.25 y 78X.Z529 y 50.08 + 1.49x 153 
Vegetable .75 y 121x'2793 y 8.02 + 9.30X 34 ibs. po­
peeler tatoes/ 
1.25 y 122X-3711 y = 12.93 + 15.52X 25 day 
1.75 y = 123%-4383 y 17.87 + 21.77X 20 
2.25 y 125x'4891 y 23.12 + 27.97X 17 
2.75 y 127x'5329 y 27.55 + 34.20X 15 
3.25 y 129X-5691 y - 33.33 + 40.40x 14 
Food .75 y 101.33 + . 45x y 4.83 + .92x 205 lbs./wk. 
slicer 
1.25 y = 113.67 + .75x y = 8.83 + 1.52x 136 
1.75 y = 122.00 + 1. lOx y 11.90 + 2.14x 106 
2.25 y = 139.67 + 1. 36x y = 15.50 + 2.75x 90 
2.75 y 151.67 + 1. 66x y 18.50 + 3.36x 79 
3.25 y 164.83 + 1. 97x y 22.00 + 3.98x 71 
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Table 2. (Continued) 
Wage Breakeven 
rate Annual cost equations volume 




.75 y = 300X-0328 y = 4.83 + .92x 393 
1.25 y = y 8.83 + 1.52% 254 
1.75 y 298X'0674 y 11.90 + 2,14x 193 
2.25 y 298x'0GlG y 15.50 + 2.75x 159 
2.75 y 298X-0950 y = 18.50 + 3.36x 136 
3.25 y 298x'1073 y 22.00 + 3.98x 120 
Food chopper .75 y 149X-1050 
(single-
.1468 
choice 1.25 y = 149x 
menu) 
149^.1786 1.75 y = 
2.25 y - 150x"2044 
2.75 y = 151x'22*3 
3.25 y = 152x'2451 
Food chopper .75 y 104.09 + 
(multi-
choice 1.25 y = 49.48 + 
menu) 
1.75 y 8.66 + 
2.25 y - 32.12 + 
2.75 y = - 73.13 + 
3.25 y -114.08 + 
y = -1.91 + .50x 584 daily 
volume* 
y = -3.30 + .83x 443 
y = -5.31 + 1.17x 374 
y = -6.19 + 1.50X 333 
y = -7.64 + 1.83x 306 
y = -8.62 + 2.16X 285 
y = -96.70 + .66x 905 daily 
volume* 
*Daily volume excluding breakfast. 
Table 2. (Continued) 
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Wage Annual cost equations Breakeven 
rate volume 






.75 y = 208x'0G3G 
1.25 y = 208x'°940 
= 208x'llG7 1.75 
2.25 208x 
,1397 
y = 29.79 + .47x 604 daily 
volume^ 
y = 49.72 + .79x 398 
y = 69.21 + l.lOx 309 
y = 89.25 +1.42X 254 
2.75 y 208x-1579 y 109.19 + 1.73x 218 
3.25 y = 208x"1740 y 129.26 + 2.05x 190 
Vegetable .75 y 214.29 + ,16x y -69.34 + .76x 470 
cutter 
(multi- 1.25 y = 215.26 + .26x y -115.53 + 1.27x 330 
choice 
menu) 1.75 y = 217.41 + .37x y -162.04 + 1.78x 270 
2.25 y = 218.78 + .48x y -208.37 + 2.28x 236 
2.75 y = 220.30 + .58x y -254.31 + 2.79x 216 
3.25 y = 221.68 + .69x y = -300.67 + 3.30x 200 
volume' 
The question arose whether the machine usage data for the food 
chopper and vegetable cutter and slicer in single-choice menu food service 
establishments would be similar if a completely different set of menus 
were applied. The volume in the residence hall was approximately 17 times 
greater than the volume served in the hospital. As a matter of interest, 
the quantities that would require processing by these machines in the 
hospital were multiplied by 17 and the quantities that would require 
processing by these machines in the residence hall were divided by 17. 
The characteristics of the resulting curves were found to exhibit charac­
teristics that were similar to the actual data. 
The food service manager may use these equations by selecting the 
man-machine and nonmachine equations at the wage rate that best describes 
the wage rate paid in his establishment. Substituting the volume output 
for his establishment for x in each equation will yield two estimates of 
annual cost. The equation which yields the lowest annual cost describes 
the operation that offers the economic advantage. For example, at the 
wage rate of $0.75 per hour, the annual cost to produce 323 pies by the 
man-machine method is $278.24. This dollar estimate was obtained by sub­
stituting the value of 323 for x in the man-machine equation, y = 126.43 
+ .47x. At the wage rate of $0.75, the annual cost to produce 323 pies 
per week by nonmachine method is $239.89. This dollar estimate was 
obtained by substituting the value of 323 for x in the equation, y = .87 + 
.74x. In this example, the nonmachine method is economically superior to 
the man-machine method. 
The costs of man-machine and nonmachine operations were then compared 
by breakeven analysis. The breakeven point or the breakeven volume output 
signifies the point at which the cost of man-machine processing is equal 
to the cost of nonmachine methods. The breakeven volume outputs were 
determined by solving corresponding man-machine and nonmachine equations 
simultaneously at each wage rate. The breakeven volume outputs that were 
determined are also shown in Table 2. 
To determine the volume outputs at which the automatic food slicer 
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had an economic advantage over the food slicer, the man-machine equations 
for these machines were solved simultaneously. The equations and the 
corresponding breakeven volume outputs are shown in Table 3. 
Table 3. Breakeven volume outputs resulting from comparison of man-
machine operations for automatic food slicer and food slicer 
Wage Man-machine annual cost equations Breakeven 
rate Automatic volume 
$/hr food slicer Food slicer outputs 
.75 y = 300x'032G y = 101.33 + .45x 590 lbs./wk. 
1.25 y = 299X-0508 y 113.67 + .75x 385 
1.75 y = 298X.0674 y = 122.00 + l.lOx 285 
2.25 y = 2983J.0818 y = 139.67 + 1.36x 240 
2.75 y = 298x'0950 y 151.67 + 1.66x 206 
3.25 y = 298x'1073 y = 164.83 + 1.97x 180 
The man-machine and nonmachine equations that were computed for each 
machine were plotted on rectangular coordinate paper and are shown in 
Appendix F in Figures 13 through 24. The breakeven volume outputs can be 
noted by inspection of the graphs. The breakeven volume outputs are the 
points at which the paths of corresponding man-machine and nonmachine equa­
tions cross. Where the nonmachine cost line is below the man-machine cost 
line, the nonmachine method has the economic advantage; where the man-
machine cost line is below the nonmachine cost line, the man-machine method 
has the economic advantage. 
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These diagrams may be used in the following manner by food service 
managers to determine the optimum economic choice between man-machine and 
nonmachine operations; 
1. Determine volume output on x axis corresponding to volume output 
in food service establishment 
2. Draw vertical line at right angles to x axis cutting man-machine 
and nonmachine lines 
3. Identify man-machine and nonmachine lines determined at wage rate 
which corresponds to wage rate in food service establishment 
4. Note points of intersection of vertical line and man-machine and 
nonmachine lines 
5. The lower point of intersection indicates the economic choice. 
The distance between the points of intersection suggests the 
dollar advantage. 
Derivation of Breakeven Wage Rate/Volume Functions 
The breakeven volume outputs at which the cost of man-machine pro­
cessing is equal to the cost of nonmachine methods were developed at six 
wage rates, $0.75, $1.25, $1.75, $2.25, $2.75, and $3.25. It is recog­
nized that wage rates are likely to fall between the 50 cent intervals of 
those chosen for study. To eliminate necessitating food service managers 
to determine the economic choice between man-machine processing and 
nonmachine methods for their establishments by interpolating between wage 
rates, functions were derived to reflect continuous breakeven volume 
outputs within the wage rate range, $0.75 through $3.25. These functions 
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were termed breakeven wage rate/volume functions. 
Before these breakeven wage functions could be developed, it was 
necessary to determine the type of equations which would provide the best 
fit to the data. The y axis was labeled wage rate and the x axis was 
labeled breakeven volume output. Each series of wage rates was plotted 
against the corresponding breakeven volume outputs on rectangular 
coordinate, semi-log, and log-log paper. For example, data considered y 
and X values for the pie-rolling machine were; 
y values x values 
(wage rate - $) (breakeven volume outputs -





2.75 ^ 138 
3.25 121 
It was found that the wage rate/breakeven volume output data exhibited 
linear trends when plotted on log-log paper. The appropriate equation for 
these data is a power function of the form, y = bx™. The constants, b and 
m, for the breakeven wage rate/volume functions were derived as previously 
explained. 
To predict y in terms of x, the method of least squares is applied to 
minimize the sum of the squares of the vertical deviations to a line or 
curve; to predict x in terms of y, the method of least squares is applied 
to minimize the sum of the horizontal deviations to a line or curve (25). 
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Because wage rates and volume outputs were both to be predicted in terms 
of one another from the breakeven wage rate/volume functions, the functions 
were computed in the following ways; 
1, Considering the six wage rates y values, the dependent variable 
to be predicted"in terms of the corresponding breakeven volume 
outputs, X values 
2. Considering the six breakeven volume outputs y values, the 
dependent variable to be predicted in terms of the corresponding 
wage rates, x values. 
The first functions were found to be almost equal to the second functions 
after the inverse was taken. It was concluded that both variables were 
sufficiently dependent on one another to warrant minimizing only one of 
the deviations in the application of least squares. For sake of consist­
ency in describing the axes, it was decided to consider the six wage 
rates y values, the variable to be predicted in terms of the breakeven 
volume outputs, x values. 
The functions that were derived are shown in Table 4. A computation­
al check for each function was performed by electronic computer. Slight 
differences in the results of the two methods were attributed to rounding 
of the decimal place in the original mechanical calculator computations. 
For each given volume output of the breakeven wage rate/volume func­
tions, there is an actual wage rate and a calculated wage rate that may be 
derived from the respective equations. The largest percentage departure 
of the calculated wage rate from the actual wage rate, for the different 
food service operations compared, ranged from zero to eight percent, with 
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Table 4. Breakeven wage rate/volume equations describing cost compari­
sons for man-machine and nonmachine operations 



























Man-machine vs. nonmachine 639 X -1.0996 
Man-machine vs. nonmachine y  = 1234x -1.1203 
Man-machine (prepared mix) y = 
vs. nonmachine (conventional 
recipe) 
Man-machine (prepared mix) y = 
vs. nonmachine (prepared mix) 
Man-machine vs. nonmachine y = 
Man-machine vs. nonmachine y 
Man-machine vs. nonmachine y 
Man-machine for automatic y = 
food slicer vs. man-machine 







Man-machine vs. nonmachine y = 364333x 
Man-machine vs. nonmachine y = 8630x 
•2.0617 
•1.3820 
Man-machine vs. nonmachine y = 2727x~^*^®^^ 
Man-machine vs. nonmachine y = 26087x •1.7074 
a mean of four percent and a mode of four percent. The largest percentage 
departure of the calculated wage rate from the actual wage rate for each 
equation is given in Table 5. 
The food service manager may use these equations in two ways: 
1. To determine the wage rate at which the costs of man-machine 
processing are equal to the cost of nonmachine methods for a 
given volume output. 
2. To determine the volume output at which the costs of man-machine 
processing are equal to the cost of nonmachine methods at a given 
wage rate. 
To determine the wage rate at which the costs of man-machine processing 
are equal to the cost of nonmachine methods for a given volume output, the 
food service manager may substitute the given volume output, x, in the 
appropriate equation in Table 4 and solve for wage rate, y. For example, 
at a given volume output of 323 pies per week, the wage rate at which the 
costs of man-machine processing is equal to the cost of the nonmachine 
method is $1.11 per hour. This figure was obtained by substituting the 
logarithm of 323 for x in the equation, y = 639% and solving for 
the logarithm of y. The antilogarithm is then found which is equal to 
$1.11. To determine the volume output at which the costs of man-machine 
processing is equal to the cost of nonmachine methods at a given wage 
rate, the food service manager may substitute the given wage rate, y, in 
the appropriate equation in Table 4 and solve for volume output, x. For 
example, at a given wage rate of $1.83 per hour, the volume output at 
which the costs of man-machine processing is equal to the cost of the 
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Table 5, Largest percentage departure of calculated wage rate from 
actual wage rate for each breakeven wage rate/volume function 











Man-machine vs. nonmachine 0 
Tart-prèss 
machine 
Man-machine vs. nonmachine 2.25 3 
Doughnut-making 
machine 
Man-machine (prepared mix) 
vsi nonmachine (conventional 
recipe) 
2.25 -4 
Man-machine (prepared mix) 
vs. nonmachine (prepared mix) 
.75 -1 
Vegetable peeler Man-machine vs. nonmachine 2.75 -7 
Food slicer Man-machine vs. nonmachine .75 -5 
Automatic 
food slicer 





food slicer vs. 






Man-machine vs. nonmachine .75 -4 
Food chopper 
(multi-choice menu) 








Man-machine vs. nonmachine 1.25 7 
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nonmachine method is 205 pies. This figure was obtained by substituting 
the logarithm of $1.83 for y in the equation, y = and solving 
for the logarithm of x. The antilogarithm is then found which is equal to 
205. 
Graphical presentations which may be read directly afford an 
alternate method of making approximate comparisons. Since some food 
service managers may find working with linear and logarithmic functions 
too time consuming, the breakeven wage rate/volume functions that were 
derived are shown graphically in Figures 1 through 12. From these curves, 
the food service manager may determine directly: 
1. The wage rate at which the costs of man-machine processing are 
equal to the cost of nonmachine methods for a given volume output 
2. The volume output at which the costs of man-machine processing 
are equal to the cost of nonmachine methods for a given wage rate 
3. The optimum economic choice between the operations compared. 
From the curves, the food service manager may determine the wage rate 
at which the cost of man-machine methods are equal to the cost of 
nonmachine methods for a given volume output by performing the following 
steps: 
1. At point of volume output of establishment, draw a line at right 
angles to volume output axis (x axis) to cut curve 
2. At point of intersection with curve, draw a line to cut wage rate 
axis (y axis) at right angles 
3. Note point of intersection with y axis. This is the breakeven 
wage rate. 
Figure 1. Pie-rolling machine. Breakeven wage rate/volume function 

















Y = 639X"''°®®® 
0 
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DOUBLE-CRUST PIES PER WEEK 
500 
Figure 2. Tart-press machine. Breakeven wage rate/volume function 

















Y= I234X •1.1203 
1 1 
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TARTS PER WEEK 
Figure 3. Doughnut-making machine. Breakeven wage rate/volume 
function describing cost comparison for man-machine 


















(NONMACHINE -CONVENTIONAL RECIPE) 
Y= I766X~'-^^^^ 
100 200 300 400 500 
DOUGHNUTS PER WEEK 
Figure 4. Doughnut-making machine. Breakeven wage rate/volume 
function describing cost comparison for man-machine 
(prepared mix) and nonmachine (prepared mix) operations 
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DOUGHNUT - MAKING MACHINE 














Y = 6I07X -1.4979 
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500 
Figure 5. Vegetable peeler. Breakeven wage rate/volume function 
describing cost comparison for man-machine and 
nonmachine operations 
(Volume output is expressed in terms of pounds of 
potatoes processed per day. The additional use of 
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Figure 6. Food slicer. Breakeven wage rate/volume function 
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Figure 7. Automatic food slicer. Breakeven wage rate/volume 

















AUTOMATIC FOOD SUCER 
Y= 
100 200 300 400 500 
POUNDS OF FOOD PER WEEK 
Figure 8. Automatic food slicer and food slicer. Breakeven wage 
rate/volume function describing cost comparison for 
man-machine operations for both machines 
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Figure 9. Food chopper (single-choice menu). Breakeven wage rate/ 
volume function describing cost comparison for man-machine 
and nonmachine operations 
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Y= 364333X -2.0617 
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AVERAGE DAILY VOLUMES (EXCLUDING BREAKFAST) 
Figure 10. Food chopper (multi-choice menu). Breakeven wage rate/ 
volume function describing cost comparison for man-
machine and nonmachine operations 
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AVERAGE DAILY VOLUMES (EXCLUDING BREAKFAST) 
Figure 11. Vegetable cutter and slicer (single-choice menu). 
Breakeven wage rate/volume function describing cost 
comparison for man-machine and nonmachine operations 
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AVERAGE DAILY VOLUMES (EXCLUDING BREAKFAST) 
Figure 12. Vegetable cutter and slicer (multi-choice menu). 
Breakeven wage rate/volume function describing cost 
comparison for man-machine and nonmachine operations 
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From the curves, the food service manager may determine the volume 
output at which the cost of man-machine processing are equal to the cost 
of nonmachine methods for a given wage rate by performing the following 
steps: 
1. At point of wage rate for establishment, draw a line at right 
angles to wage rate axis (y axis) to cut curve 
2. A.t point of intersection with curve, draw a line to cut volume 
output axis (x axis) at right angles 
3. Note point of intersection with x axis. This is the breakeven 
volume output. 
To determine the economic choice between the operations compared, 
the food service manager may plot the wage rate that he is paying against 
the volume output that he is producing. If the plot is below or to the 
left of the curve, he is advised to maintain nonmachine methods; if the 
plot is above or to the right of the curve, the acquisition of a machine 
would offer economic advantage. 
The above decisions may be made from the breakeven wage rate/volume 
functions within the wage rate range, $0.75 through $3.25. Since the 
breakeven wage rate/volume functions were not developed for wage rates 
below $0.75 or above $3.25, the functions should be used to include wage 
rates within this range rather than outside of this range. 
An interpretation follows of each breakeven wage rate/volume function 
derived to describe the cost comparison of man-machine and nonmachine 
operations for the selected machines. 
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Pie-rolling machine; man-machine vs. nonmachine 
Plots above or to the right of the curve in Figure 1 reflect an 
economic advantage for using the pie-rolling machine. The function indi­
cates production requirements of double-crust pies per week at which the 
costs of the man-machine method equal the cost of the nonmachine method, 
for wage rates within the range, $0.75 through $3.25. 
Tart-press machine; man-machine vs. nonmachine 
Plots above or to the right of the curve in Figure 2 reflect an 
economic advantage for using the tart-press machine. The function indi­
cates production requirements of tarts per week at which the costs of the 
man-machine method equal the cost of the nonmachine method, for wage rates 
within the range, $0.75 through $3.25. 
Doughnut-making machine; man-machine (prepared mix) 
vs. nonmachine (conventional recipe) 
Plots above or to the right of the curve in Figure 3 reflect an 
economic advantage for using the doughnut-making machine. The function 
indicates production requirements of doughnuts per week at which the costs 
of the man-machine method equal the cost of the nonmachine method of 
doughnut preparation, the operator using a conventional recipe, for wage 
rates within the range, $0.75 through $3.25. 
Doughnut-making machine; man-machine (prepared mix) 
vs. nonmachine (prepared mix) 
Plots above or to the right of the curve in Figure 4 reflect an 
economic advantage for using the doughnut-making machine. The function 
indicates production requirements of dou^nuts per week at which the costs 
of the man-machine method equal the cost of the nonmachine method of 
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doughnut preparation, the operator using a prepared doughnut mix, for wage 
rates within the range, $0.75 through $3.25. 
Vegetable peeler; man-machine vs. nonmachine 
Plots above or to the right of the curve in Figure 5 reflect an 
economic advantage for using the vegetable peeler. The function indicates 
the number of pounds of potatoes to be processed per day and the number of 
pounds of carrots to be processed per two week period at which the costs 
of the man-machine method equal the cost of the nonmachine method, for 
wage rates within the range, $0.75 through $3.25. 
Food slicer; man-machine vs. nonmachine 
Plots above or to the right of the curve in Figure 6 reflect an 
economic advantage for using the food slicer. The function indicates the 
number of pounds of food to be sliced per week, representing beef, pork, 
ham, and cheese in equal proportions, at which the costs of the man-machine 
method equal the cost of the nonmachine method, for wage rates within the 
range, $0.75 through $3.25. 
Automatic food slicer; man-machine vs. nonmachine 
Plots above or to the right of the curve in Figure 7 reflect an 
economic advantage for using the automatic food slicer. The function 
indicates the number of pounds of food to be sliced per week, representing 
beef, pork, ham, and cheese in equal proportions, at which the costs of 
the man-machine method equal the cost of the nonmachine method, for wage 
rates within the range, $0.75 through $3.25. 
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Automatic food slicer and food slicer; man-machine 
for automatic food slicer vs. man-machine for food slicer 
Plots above or to the right of the curve in Figure 8 reflect an 
economic advantage for using the automatic machine. The function indi­
cates the number of pounds of food to be sliced per week, representing 
beef, pork, ham, and cheese in equal proportions, at which the costs of 
the automatic food slicer method equal the costs of the food slicer 
method, for wage rates within the range, $0.75 through $3.25. 
Food chopper (single-choice menu); man-machine vs. nonmachine 
Plots above or to the right of the curve in Figure 9 reflect an 
economic advantage for using the food chopper in single-choice menu food 
service establishments. The function indicates the average daily volumes, 
excluding breakfast, at which the costs of the man-machine method equal 
the cost of the nonmachine method, for wage rates within the range, $0.75 
through $3.25. 
Food chopper (multi-choice menu); man-machine vs. nonmachine 
Plots above or to the right of the curve in Figure 10 reflect an 
economic advantage for using the food chopper in multi-choice menu food 
service establishments. The function indicates the average daily volumes, 
excluding breakfast, at which the costs of the man-machine method equal 
the cost of the nonmachine method, for wage rates within the range, $0.75 
through $3.25. 
Vegetable cutter and slicer (single-choice menu); 
man-machine vs. nonmachine 
Plots above or to the right of the curve in Figure 11 reflect an 
economic advantage for using the vegetable cutter and slicer in single-
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choice menu food service establishments. The function indicates the 
average daily volumes, excluding breakfast, at which the costs of the 
man-machine method equal the cost of the nonmachine method, for wage rates 
within the range, $0.75 through $3.25. 
Vegetable cutter and slicer (multi-choice menu); 
man-machine vs. nonmachine 
Plots above or to the right of the curve in Figure 12 reflect an 
economic advantage for using the vegetable cutter and slicer in multi-
choice menu food service establishments. The function indicates the 
average daily volumes, excluding breakfast, at which the costs of the man-
machine method equal the cost of the nonmachine method, for wage rates 
within the range, $0.75 through $3.25. 
Discussion 
Controlling labor costs concomitant with achieving quality food 
service is a major responsibility for the food service manager. The 
control of labor costs has been difficult because of such factors as 
increasing wage rates and low productivity of the food service worker. 
Since labor-saving machines have been considered an effective method in 
increasing worker productivity, this study was undertaken to provide food 
service managers with a factual basis for decisions regarding the addition 
of labor or the acquisition of labor-saving machines. 
Criteria have been established which will enable food service manag­
ers to optimize economic policy for selected food service operations. In 
addition to the development of these criteria, the procedures developed 
and used in this study can serve to create an understanding of a method 
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for evaluating alternate proposals. Future studies might include similar 
analyses for equipment of different capacities, other types of equipment, 
and other food service operations. 
A major aspect of this study was the development of the basic time 
estimates by sampling. An attempt was made to secure samples that pro­
vided time estimates that were precise enough for the defined objectives. 
In addition to the determination of representative time estimates, the 
theories and principles related to the time value of money and the deriva­
tion of equations which provided the best fit to the data were employed. 
The fact has been noted that the breakeven wage rate/volume functions 
were developed to include wage rates within the wage rate range, $0.75 
through $3.25. It is possible that at some, future date, this range may 
not include the contemporaneous wage. When this exigency occurs, the 
basic data may be used to develop breakeven wage rate/volume functions to 
include a wider range of wage rates. 
Where the analyses indicate economic advantage in favor of a machine 
method, it must be remembered that additional responsibilities immediately 
accrue to the food service manager. These include placing the equipment 
in the most convenient location, training the workers to put the machines 
to optimum use, scheduling production so that the machine will give the 
greatest amount of productivity, and keeping the machine in good operating 
condition (7). 
The question arises concerning the acquisition of additional pieces 
of equipment that are identical to the first installed. It may seem 
logical to assume that if the acquisition of one machine is found to offer 
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economic advantage at a given wage rate and volume output, the supposition 
is true for the acquisition of two machines at the same wage rate and 
double the volume output. A decision to install a second machine should 
not be based solely on this logic, however. If it is evident from the 
present study that the cost of a second machine would be offset by savings 
in the labor that the second machine replaces, the decision to add a 
second machine should ultimately be influenced by other factors. Factors 
that would require consideration are the excess machine capacity presently 
available, the distance and route of travel from work stations to the 
machine, peak demand for machine use, time lost through queuing at the 
machine, and the overall effect of each of these factors on the worker. 
The possibility should also be considered that machines of larger capacity 




An engineering valuation cost approach to value was used to compare 
the costs of man-machine processing against the cost of nonmachine methods 
to identify certain significant relationships basic to optimization of 
economic policy for selected food service operations. Quantitative 
measures applicable to these operations were developed as well as 
procedures to enable food service managers to determine the economic ad­
vantage between labor and selected labor-saving machines for their 
particular establishments. 
The criteria used in the selection of equipment for study were to 
select pieces of labor-saving equipment which functioned with a reasonable 
future before obsolescence and from which output was measurable. Based on 
these criteria, the pieces of equipment chosen for study were pie-rolling 
machine, tart-press machine, doughnut-making machine, vegetable peeler, 
food slicer, automatic food slicer, food chopper, and vegetable cutter and 
slicer. These machines were classified in two categories, single-product 
machines in which one or relatively few products were processed, and multi-
product machines in which a variety of products were processed. 
In this report, the term operation was used synonymously with the 
terms method or process. Two methods of accomplishing work were consid­
ered, man-machine and nonmachine. Man-machine operations include such 
factors as time and cost which result from a worker and a machine 
performing an activity; nonmachine operations include such factors as time 
and cost which result from a worker performing an activity with the aid of 
only simple hand-tools. 
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The first step in the procedure was to determine volume outputs or 
workloads for each food service operation. Volume outputs for the single-
product machines were chosen at increments of representative quantities. 
Volume outputs were assigned to the multi-product machines on the basis of 
machine use determined by menus actually served over a two-week period to 
given volumes in three food service establishments. Two single-choice 
menu establishments were a hospital and a university residence hall 
serving college men; a multi-choice menu establishment was a college 
union. Volume outputs for the single-choice menu establishments were 
determined on the basis of the average total volume of the lunch and 
dinner meals, 120 for the hospital and 2069 for the residence hall. 
Volume outputs for the multi-choice menu food service were determined on 
the basis of total volumes of the lunch and dinner meals for 14 individual 
days. Use data for the multi-product machines were obtained from an 
analysis of the menu served, recipes used, and production amounts. 
The next step in the procedure was to develop basic time estimates 
for activities that were common to both man-machine and nonmachine opera­
tions. Time study was the work measurement tool chosen for developing 
the time estimates. One hundred and twenty-one time samples of 16 
observations each were collected. The mean of each time sample was con­
sidered as the time estimate. Interval estimates and the coefficient of 
variation were the statistics computed to describe the adequacy of these 
means. 
The man-machine and nonmachine time estimates were then applied to 
the series of volume outputs determined for each machine to compute total 
machine and total man times for each volume output. Alpha-mnemonic 
symbols were used to classify each man-machine activity. These symbols 
facilitated separating machine time from labor time for man-machine 
operations. 
The engineering economy method of annual cost was the method chosen 
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to develop annual cost estimates of nonmachine and man-machine operations 
at different volumes and wage rates. Nonmachine costs were computed as 
the total number of hours of labor expended per year multiplied by a rate 
per hour. The annual costs of the machines were computed as the sum of 
the equivalent annual operating costs and the equivalent annual cost of 
capital recovery. Annual operating costs included the sum of such items 
as labor, maintenance, and power. The annual cost of capital recovery 
depicted the end-of-period payments in a uniform series continuing over 
the economic service life of the machine. Annual man-machine and annual 
nonmachine costs were computed for the stipulated volume outputs at the 
hourly wage rates, $0.75, $1.25, $1.75, $2.25, $2.75, and $3.25. 
Costs of the man-machine and nonmachine operations were compared by 
mathematical breakeven analysis. The breakeven point or the breakeven 
volume output signifies the point at which the costs of man-machine 
processing are equal to the cost of nonmachine methods. Since mathemati­
cal breakeven analysis requires that experimental data be expressed as 
mathematical equations, it was necessary to determine the equation that 
provided the best possible fit. Annual costs were plotted against cor­
responding volume output data on various types of mathematical paper. 
Equations which were found to give the best fit to the man-machine and 
nonmachine cost data were then computed. 
The food service manager may use these equations by selecting the 
man-machine and nonmachine equations at the wage rate that best describes 
the wage rate paid in his establishment. Substituting the volume output 
in his establishment for x in each equation will yield two estimates of 
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annual cost. The equation which yields the lowest annual cost describes 
the operation that offers the economic advantage. 
The breakeven volume outputs were determined by solving corresponding 
man-machine and nonmachine equations simultaneously at each wage rate. 
These data were plotted on rectangular coordinate paper. The breakeven 
volume outputs are the points at which the paths of corresponding man-
machine and nonmachine cost lines cross. Where the nonmachine cost line 
was below the man-machine cost line, the nonmachine method has the economic 
advantage; where the man-machine cost line was below the nonmachine cost 
line, the man-machine method has the economic advantage. 
To eliminate the necessity for food service managers determining the 
economic choice between man-machine processing and nonmachine methods for 
their establishments by interpolating between wage rates, functions were 
derived to reflect continuous breakeven volume outputs within the wage 
rate range, $0.75 through $3.25. These functions were termed breakeven 
wage rate/volume functions. 
The food service manager may use these equations in two ways: 
1. To determine the wage rate at which the costs of man-machine 
processing are equal to the cost of nonmachine methods for a 
given volume output 
2. To determine the volume output at which the costs of man-machine 
processing are equal to the cost of nonmachine methods at a given 
wage rate. 
Since some food service managers may find working with linear and 
logarithmic functions too time consuming, the breakeven wage rate/volume 
functions that were derived were shown graphically. From these curves, 
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the food service manager may determine directly: 
1. The wage rate at which the costs of man-machine processing are 
equal to the cost of nonmachine methods for a given volume output 
2. The volume output at which the costs of man-machine processing 
are equal to the cost of nonmachine methods for a given wage rate 
3. The optimum choice between the operations compared. 
To determine the economic choice between the operations compared, the food 
service manager may plot the wage rate that he is paying against the 
volume output that he is producing. If the plot is below or to the left 
of the curves, he is advised to maintain nonmachine methods; if the plot 
is above or to the right of the curves, the acquisition of a machine would 
offer economic advantage. 
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Definition of Term "Eating and Drinking Places" 
A definition of the term "eating and drinking places" as defined by 
the Office of Statistical Standards is as follows (83, p. 165): 
This major group includes retail establishments selling 
prepared foods and drinks for consumption on the premises, and 
also lunch counters and refreshment stands selling prepared 
foods and drinks for immediate consumption. Restaurants and 
lunch counters operated as a subordinate service facility by 
other business establishments are not included in this 
industry, unless they are operated as leased departments by 
outside operators. Thus, restaurants and lunch counters 
operated by hotels are classified in Major Group 70; those 
operated by department stores in Major Group 53; etc. . . . 
5812 EATING PLACES 
Establishments primarily engaged in the retail sale 
of prepared food and drinks for consumption on the 
premises. Caterers and establishments primarily engaged 
in selling box lunches are included in this industry. 
5813 DRINKING PLACES (ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES) 
Establishments primarily engaged in the retail sale 
of drinks, such as beer, ale, wine, liquor, and other 
alcoholic beverages for consumption on the premises. 
The sale of food frequently accounts for a substantial 
portion of the receipts of these establishments. 
Table 6. Description of machines chosen for study 
Machine List price Machine functions 
Pie-rolling $645.00 Rolls pastry 
(f.o.b.) 
















Cuts, dispenses into 
fat, fries, removes from 
fat, and drains dough­
nuts automatically 
Peels potatoes and 
carrots 
Food slicer $435.00 Slices such foods as 
(delivered) meat and cheese 
Machine features 
1/4 horse power motor, 
14 in. roller 
Heating element - 175 
watts, 4-1/4 X 7/8 in. 
heated with crimped 
edge die 
Motor - 4200 watts, 







3/4 horse power motor, 
abrasive disc, air-gap 
type water inlet, 
30 lb. capacity 
1/4 horse power motor, 
gravity feed, hinged 
slice deflector, 
tilt-away food chute 
Slice thickness 
gauge variable 
from 0 to 3/4 in. 
Table 6. (Continued) 
Machine adjustments 




















Slices, counts, and 
stacks automatically 
such foods as meat 
and cheese 
Chops and shreds food 
1/3 horse power motor 
Cuts strips and cubes 
3/16 and 7/16 in., 








1/3 horse power motor, 
bov/l diameter 14-5/16 
in., bowl cover inter­
locked with switch, 
knives enclosed by bowl 
cover, knives held on 
spool and removable 
from driving shaft 
1/3 horse power motor, 
4 feed openings, cover 
lifts up and cutting 
head is removable 
Slicing thickness 
gauge variable 
from 1/64 to 
3/8 in. 
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Table 7. One-day sample of machine-use data collected in university 
residence hall to determine workloads for food chopper and 
vegetable cutter 
Production Machine use* 
Menu item amount Food chopper Vegetable cutter 
Onion rings 1350 svg. 35 lb. 
onions 
sliced 




Barbecue sauce 1350 svg. 25 lb. sliced 
onions 
Residence hall menu; volume excluding breakfast - 2440 
Lunch Dinner 
Hamburger in a bun Breaded barbecue chicken 
Potato chips Brussel sprouts 
Sliced tomatoes and onion rings Buttered corn 
Vanilla ice cream and strawberry sauce Fruit mould 
Cream puff 
^Quantities of food are expressed in terms of finished product, 
edible portion; applies to Table 8 also. 
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Table 8. One-day sample of machine-use data collected in college union to 
determine workloads for food chopper and vegetable cutter 
Production Machine use* 
Menue item amount Food chopper Vegetable cutter 
Navy bean soup 16 gal. 
Breaded veal 140 svg. 
Beef stew 200 svg. 
Meat cakes 264 svg. 
Spanish rice 75 svg. 
Baked hash 15 svg. 
Raspberry salad 50 svg. 
Moulded waldorf 65 svg. 
Coleslaw 







Scalloped corn 30 svg. 
and bacon 
Bean salad 50 svg. 
Tossed salad 
4 qt. m.c. celery 
3 qt. m.c. onions 
3 lb. f.cr. bread 
crumbs 
3 cup m.c. onions 
4 qt. c.cr. bread 
crumbs 
4 cup m.c. onions 
1 cup f.c. onions 
1/2 gal. m.c. 
cooked meat 
1 cup m.c. nuts 
1% cup m.c. nuts 
2-1/4 qt. c.cr. 
bread crumbs 
6 cup c.cr. bread 
crumbs 
3 qt. c.cr. bread 
crumbs 
1 Clip m.c. onions 
1% qt. m.c. celery 
1 qt. c.cr. cracker 
crumbs 
1 cup f.c. onions 
9% qt. l.d. carrots 
5 qt. l.d. celery 
5 qt. l.d. onions 
4 cup m.c. green 
pepper 
1% qt. s.d. celery 
1% qt. l.d. apples 
3 heads shredded 
cabbage 
9-1/4 qt. l.d. celery 
3-3/4 qt. l.d. onions 
1/2 qt. s.d. celery 
8 heads sliced lettuce 
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Table 8. (Continued) ^ 
College union menu of processed items (ready foods excluded); volume 
excluding breakfast - 1393 
Lunch Dinner 







Eggs, peas and mushrooms 
Fried potato; mashed sweet potato 
Green beans; tomatoes; peas 
Raspberry salad 




Hunter pudding with lemon sauce 
Apple crisp 
Homemade rolls 








Fried egg plant; corn; peas 
Kidney bean salad 
Tossed fruit salad 
Pumpkin pie 
Chocolate cake 




Table 9. Description of man-machine time samples 
Activity 
Time class 
Man Machine Mean 
95% confidence 
interval G. 
Low High of 
limit limit v. 
Minutes (%) 
Pie-rolling machine 
Get-ready MH MH 3.58 3.42 3.74 8.7 
Clean-up MH MH 13.45 12.80 14.27 10.2 
Pie crust, roll one WP WP .35 .33 .38 11.9 
Tart-press machine 
Get-ready MH MH 7.27 7.04 7.59 7.4 
Clean-up MH MH 17.99 17.30 18.77 10.9 
Dip 20 tarts WP WP 3.46 3.30 3.62 8.6 
Press 20 tarts WP WP 2.04 1.88 2.22 15.4 
Doughnut-making machine 
Get-ready MH MH 6.02 5.79 6.24 7.0 
Add mix to machine MH MH 1.76 1.71 1.81 5.4 
Clean-up MH MH 14.03 13.30 14.77 9.9 
Prepare doughnut mix (80) M - 1.48 1.44 1.53 5.7 
Produce 8 doughnuts - AM 1.08 1.08 1.08 0.1 
Stack doughnuts (80) M - 9.78 9.38 10.18 7.5 
Vegetable peeler 
Get-ready, carrots MH MH 1.20 1.09 1.32 18.6 
Get-ready, potatoes MH MH 3.05 2.87 3.23 11.0 
Load and unload MH MH 1.53 1.39 1.66 16.1 
Clean-up MH MH 6.83 6.40 7.25 11.7 
Carrots, peel 12% lb. - MP 3.20 3.02 3.39 10.7 
Carrots, eye 25 lb. M - 9.82 9.27 10.38 10.5 
Potatoes, peel 12% lb. - MP 2.59 2.38 2.80 15.0 
Potatoes, eye 100 lb. M - 88.28 86.00 90.57 4.9 
Meat slicer 
Get-ready MH MH 1.12 1.08 1.16 6.4 
Clean-up MH MH 14.22 13.44 15.00 10.3 
Reload machine MH MH .33 .31 .34 9.2 
Beef, cooked, slice 3% lb. WP WP 1.19 1.14 1.23 7.3 
Pork, cooked, slice 3% lb. WP WP 1.44 1.37 1.51 9.0 
Ham, cooked, slice 9% lb. WP WP 2.59 2.53 2.65 4.3 
Cheese, slice 5 lb. WP WP 3.20 3.13 3.28 4.4 
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Table 9. (Continued) 
95% confidence 
interval C. 
Time class Low High of 
Activity Man Machine Mean limit limit v. 
Minutes (%) 
Automatic meat slicer 
Get-ready MH MH .81 .76 .85 9.7 
Reload machine MH MH .65 .62 .67 7.3 
Take out, last cycle MH MH .21 .20 .23 9.3 
Clean-up MH MH 15.13 14.42 15.85 8.9 
Beef, cooked, slice 11 lb. - AM 1.70 1.67 1.74 4.2 
Pork, cooked, slice 9 lb. - AM .72 .72 .72 0.1 
Ham, cooked, slice 18 lb. - AM 1.95 1.95 1.95 0.4 
Cheese, slice 10 lb. - AM 1.53 1.51 1.55 2.2 
Food chopper 
Get-ready MH MH .52 .49 .55 10.7 
Clean-up MH MH 7.24 6.73 7.85 14.4 
Take-out per batch MH MH 1.19 1.02 1.36 17.2 
Beets, m.c. no. 10 can WP WP .72 .70 .74 5.6 
Cabbage, m.c. 2 lb. WP WP 1.58 1.53 1.64 6.2 
Carrots, m.c. 2% lb. WP WP 1.95 1.88 2.03 7.6 
Celery, m.c. 3 lb. WP WP 1.03 .98 1.08 8.8 
Green pepper, m.c. 5 lb. WP WP 1.34 1.31 1.37 4.3 
Onions, f.c. 4% lb. WP WP 2.06 2.00 2.11 5.0 
Onions, m.c. 4% lb. WP WP 1.05 1.02 1.08 5.6 
Bread crumbs, f.cr. 2 lb. WP WP 8.39 , 8.06 8.70 7.1 
Bread crumbs, c.cr. 1 lb. WP WP 1.04 .95 1.13 16.6 
Crackers, f.cr. 1 lb. WP WP 2.39 2.30 2.48 6.7 
Crackers, c.cr. 1 lb. WP WP .57 .56 .59 5.1 
Chicken, cooked, m.c. 3 lb. WP WP .33 .32 .34 6.9 
Meat, cooked, m.c. 4 lb. WP WP .73 .69 .77 9.8 
Nuts, m.c. 2 lb. WP WP .38 .37 .39 5.1 
Get-ready, shredder MH MH 1.42 1.38 1.46 5.3 
Clean-up, shredder MH MH 7.75 7.44 8.06 7.5 
Carrots, shred lb. WP WP .32 .31 .33 6.0 
Cheese, shred 1 lb. WP WP .30 .29 .31 6.3 
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Table 9. (Continued) 
95% confidence 
interval C. 
Time class Low High of 
Activity Man Machine Mean limit limit v. 
Minutes (%) 
Vegetable cutter 
Adjust thickness gauge MH MH .86 .82 .91 10.8 
Get-ready MH MH .09 .09 .09 6.8 
Clean-up MH MH 9.22 8.91 9.52 6,2 
Potatoes, f.f. 1 lb. WP WP .17 .17 .17 3.8 
Celery, s.d. 2 lb. TJP WP 1.75 1.69 1.81 6.9 
Apples, l.d. 1 lb. WP WP .63 .61 .65 5.9 
Carrots, l.d. 1 lb. WP WP .65 .61 .69 11.6 
Celery, l.d. 2 lb. WP WP .61 .58 .64 8.3 
Green pepper, l.d. 1 lb. WP WP 1.06 1.03 1.10 6.7 
Onion, l.d, 1 lb. WP WP .62 .60 .65 7.1 
Potatoes, l.d. 1 lb. WP WP .50 .48 .51 5.5 
Cabbage, shred 2 lb. WP WP .74 .71 .76 5.5 
Carrots, slice 1 lb. #2 WP WP .54 .53 .56 5.3 
Cucumbers, slice 1 lb. #1 WP WP .20 .19 .20 7.5 
Lettuce, slice 1% lb. #5 WP WP .45 .44 .46 5.2 
Onions, slice % lb. #1 WP WP .13 .13 .13 5.9 
Potatoes, slice 1 lb. #2 WP WP .17 .17 .17 3.2 
Radishes, slice 3/4 lb. #1 WP WP .35 .34 .36 5.2 
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Table 10. Description of nonmachine time samples 
95% confidence 
interval C. 
Low High of 
Activity Tool Mean limit limit V. 
Minutes (%) 
Get-ready .57 .54 .61 10.4 
Clean-up 2.28 2.23 2.32 3.8 
Bread crumbs, f.cr. % lb. r. pin 2.49 2.47 2.52 1.9 
Bread crumbs, c.cr. % lb. r. pin 1.34 1.32 1.35 2.0 
Crackers, f.cr. 1/4 lb. r. pin 2.59 2.56 2.61 1.9 
Crackers, c.cr. 1/4 lb. r. pin 1.00 .98 1.02 3.1 
Pie crust bottom, roll one r. pin .61 .59 .63 6.8 
Pie crust top, roll one r. pin .52 .50 .53 5.6 
Tarts, roll and pan 1 doz. r. pin 6.38 6.01 6.76 10.9 
Carrots, scrape 1 lb. peeler 3.47 3.35 3.58 6.4 
Potatoes, peel and eye 1 lb. peeler 1.91 1.82 2.00 8.7 
Cabbage, shred 2 lb. grater 3.87 3.68 4.06 9.2 
Carrots, shred 1 lb. grater 6.08 5.79 6.36 8.8 
Cheese, shred % lb. grater 2.05 2.01 2.09 4.0 
Beets, m.c. no. 10 can knife 3.36 3.27 3.46 5.2 
Celery, m.c. 1 lb. knife 7.84 7.63 8.06 5.2 
Green pepper, m.c. 1/3 lb. knife 2.50 2.41 2.59 6.9 
Onions, f.c. % lb. knife 4.55 4.45 4.64 4.0 
Onions, m.c. % Ib.^ knife 2.53 2.43 2.64 7.9 
Chicken, cooked, m.c. 3 lb. knife 2.48 2.45 2.51 2.3 
Meat, cooked, m.c. 1 lb. knife 4.96 4.83 5.08 4.6 
Nuts, m.c. 1 lb. knife 3.56 3.40 3.72 8.4 
Potatoes, f.f. 1 lb. knife 1.65 1.57 1.73 9.1 
Celery, s.d. 1 lb. knife 5.52 5.29 5.75 7.7 
Apples, l.d. 1 lb. knife 3.35 3.26 3.43 4.7 
Carrots, l.d. 1 lb. knife 3.36 3.13 3.38 12.8 
Celery, l.d. 1 lb. knife 2.28 2.16 2.39 9.5 
Green pepper, l.d. 1/3 lb. knife 2.39 2.26 2.51 9.8 
Onions, l.d. % lb. knife 1.35 1.32 1.39 4.8 
Potatoes, l.d. 1 lb. knife 2.97 2.85 3.10 7.8 
Carrots, slice 1 lb. knife 5.86 5.56 6.15 9.3 
Cucumbers, slice % lb. knife .75 .69 .82 15.1 
Lettuce, slice 1 lb. knife 1.27 1.21 1.33 8.5 
Onions, slice 1 lb. knife .92 .83 1.00 17.3 
Potatoes, slice 1 lb. knife 2.01 1.91 2.10 8.9 
Radishes, slice 6 oz. knife 5.37 5.05 5.68 11.0 
Beef, cooked, slice 5 lb. knife 5.78 5.56 6.01 7.3 
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Table 10. (Continued) 
95% confidence 
interval C. 
Low High of 
Activity Tool Mean limit limit V. 
Minutes (%) 
Pork, cooked, slice 5 lb. knife 6.42 6.08 6.72 10.0 
Ham, cooked, slice 6 lb. knife 6.16 5.86 6.46 9.2 
Cheese, slice 1 lb. knife 2.04 1.87 2.24 9.1 
Doughnut preparation 
Get ready, doughnuts 12.32 11.89 12.75 6.6 
Clean-up, doughnuts 18.33 17.53 19.14 8.2 
Mix 80 doughnuts (conv. r.) mixer 18.08 17.31 18.85 8.1 
Roll and cut 80 doughnuts r. pin & knife 18.34 17.67 19.00 6.8 
Fry 80 dou^nuts fryer 21.50 20.47 22.54 9.0 




Table 11. Total man-machine and nonmachine times 
Man-machine 
Volume output Machine Labor Nonmachine 
Minutes 
Pie-rolling machine 
100 double crust pies per week 70.00 87.03 115.85 
200 140.00 157.03 228.85 
300 210.00 227.03 341.85 
400 280.00 297.03 454.85 
500 350.00 367.03 567.85 
600 420.00 437.03 680.85 
Tart-press machine 
60 tarts per week 12.06 38.30 34.62 
180 18.18 64.38 98.22 
300 24.30 90.46 161.82 
420 30.42 140.76 225.42 
540 36.54 173.76 289.02 
660 42.06 193.57 353.72 
Doughnut-making machine Conv.R. Mix 
80 doughnuts per week 30.80 34.11 88.57 71.97 
400 65.12 79.15 280.25 237.25 
720 110.24 124.19 471.93 402.53 
1040 155.36 169.23 663.96 560.81 
Vegetable peeler 
7% lbs. potatoes per day 2.59 13.79 17.14 
7 lbs. carrots per 2 week period 3.20 8.35 13.88 
15 lbs. potatoes per day 2.59 20.37 31.47 
13 lbs. carrots per 2 week period 3.20 10.30 22.55 
30 lbs. potatoes per day 5.18 35.10 60.12 
27 lbs. carrots per 2 week period 6.40 16.90 45.11 
45 lbs. potatoes per day 7.77 49.83 88.77 
40 lbs. carrots per 2 week period 9.60 23.11 67.66 
60 lbs. potatoes per day 10.31 62.56 117.42 
52 lbs. carrots per 2 week period 12.80 30.10 90.22 
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Table 11. (Continued) 
Man-machine 
Volume output Machine Labor Nonmachine 
Minutes 
Food sllcer 
40 lb. equal quantities of beef, 
pork, ham, and cheese 16.60 80.60 66.50 
80 lb. 33.20 99.84 131.60 
120 lb. 49.80 119.08 176.70 
160 lb-. 66.40 138.32 231.80 
200 lb. 83.00 157.56 286.90 
Automatic food slicer 
200 lb. equal quantities of beef. 25.70 75.46 286.90 
pork, ham, and cheese 51.40 86.56 562.40 
400 lb. 77.10 97.56 837.90 
600 lb. 102.80 109.26 1113.40 
1000 lb. 128.50 119.01 1388.90 
1200 lb. 154.20 130.06 1664.40 
Food chopper (single-choice menu) 
120 avg. daily vol. excluding bkfst. 31.26 239.88 171.57 
2069 377.16 596.89 3173.72 
Food chopper (multi-choice menu) 
1393 daily vol. excluding bkfst. 44.82 104.33 146.55 
1373 38.47 146.58 184.38 
1321 48.26 98.81 139.89 
1536 62.81 141.56 285.12 
1329 105.96 186.64 229.89 
1182 23.66 87.38 111.49 
1104 15.57 44.20 78.69 
1278 47.72 83.36 125.80 
1270 41.14 115.67 202.81 
1168 45.23 107.88 176.30 
1277 29.63 85.04 115.22 
1260 79.77 137.56 177.74 
996 21.74 81.18 147.39 
1178 43.25 69.50 114.64 
Vegetable cutter (single-choice menu) 
120 avg. daily vol. excluding bkfst. 37.99 172.79 363.31 
2069 373.89 427.36 3093.26 
Table 11. (Continued) 
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Man-machine 
Volume output Machine Labor Nonmachine 
Minutes 
Vegetable cutter (multi-choice menu) 
1393 daily vol. excluding bkfst. 34 .59 47 .46 178. 56 
1373 27 .62 47 .05 293. 58 
1321 22 .00 35 .84 172. 62 
1536 26 .07 44 .08 214. 66 
1329 9 .92 26 .60 57. 56 
1182 29 .83 49 .80 211. 01 
1104 5 .82 17 .88 26. 90 
1278 45 .95 67 .25 321. 27 
1270 15 .90 28 .05 80. 66 
1168 54 .81 73 .69 386. 00 
1277 57 .75 78 .17 363. 55 
1260 27 .86 43 .30 190. 51 
996 7 .58 19 .82 37. 94 
1178 26 .60 41 .95 179. 62 
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APPENDIX D 

























0 121 0 121 0 121 0 121 0 121 0 121 0 
100 178 75 215 125 253 176 291 226 328 276 366 327 
200 223 149 290 247 360 348 427 446 495 545 564 645 
300 269 222 366 369 466 520 564 667 662 814 761 964 
400 315 296 442 491 573 691 701 887 828 1083 959 1283 
500 360 369 518 613 679 863 837 1107 995 1351 1157 1601 
600 406 443 594 735 786 1035 974 1328 1162 1620 1354 1920 
^Rounded; applies to Table 13 also. 
^'Man-machine; applies to Table 13 also. 
^Nonmachine; applies to Table 13 also. 






























0 212 0 212 0 212 0 212 0 212 0 212 0 
1393 429 814 573 1357 718 1902 862 2444 1007 2987 1151 3530 
1373 427 1339 570 2231 713 3127 857 4019 1000 4912 1143 5804 
1321 375 787 485 1312 594 1838 702 2363 811 2888 920 3413 
1536 413 979 547 1631 682 2286 816 2939 950 3591 1084 4244 
1329 333 262 414 437 495 613 576 788 657 963 738 1138 
1182 440 962 583 1604 743 2247 894 2889 1046 3530 1197 4172 
1104 293 123 348 204 402 286 457 368 511 450 565 532 
1278 475 1465 724 2442 929 3422 1133 4398 1338 5375 1542 6352 
1270 340 368 425 613 511 859 596 1104 681 1349 767 1595 
1168 549 1760 773 2934 998 4111 1222 5284 1446 6458 1670 7631 
1277 570 1667 807 2763 1046 3893 1283 5004 1521 6116 1758 7227 
1260 410 869 542 1448 674 2029 805 2608 937 3187 1068 3766 
996 302 173 362 288 423 404 483 519 544 635 604 750 
1178 404 819 531 1365 659 1913 787 2459 914 3005 1042 3551 
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Computation of Annual Man-Machine and Nonmachine Costs 
Demonstrated for Pie-Rolling Machine 
Volume output: 100 pies per week 
Wage rate: $1.25 per hour 
Annual man-machine costs 
Annual operating costs 
Labor: 87.03 min. x 52 weeks/yr. x $1.25/hr. _ ^ 9 3 . 9 9  
60 min./hr. 
70.00 min. x 52 weeks/yr. x 1/4 hp x 746 watts x $.015/KffH 
60 min./hr. x 1000 watts/hr. 
= $ .17 
Maintenance; 5% x $672.79 = $ 33.64 
Annual cost of capital recovery 
Installed cost x (erf, i = 5%, n = 10) 
$672.79 X .12950 = $ 87.13 
TOTAL ANNUAL MAN-MACHINE COSTS $214.93 
Annual nonmachine cost 
115.85 min. x 52 weeks/yr. x $1.25/hr. _ 1 0  
60 min./hr. " 
TOTAL NONMACHINE COST $125.12 
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Computation of Annual Man-Machine and Nonmachine Costs 
Demonstrated for Vegetable Cutter 
Volume output: 1393 meals 
Wage rate; $1.25 per hour 
Annual man-machine costs 
Annual operating costs 
Labor: 47.46 mln. x 365 days/yr. x $1.25/hr. = $ 360.70 
60 min./hr. 
p . 34.59 min. x 365 days/yr. x 1/3 hp x 746 watts x $.015/KHH 
60 min./hr. x 1000 watts/hr. 
= $ .78 
Maintenance: 5% x $1180.00 = $ 59.00 
Annual cost of capital recovery 
Installed cost x (erf, i = 5%, n = 10) 
$1180.00 X .12950 = $ 152.81 
TOTAL ANNUAL MAN-MACHINE COSTS $ 573.29 
Annual nonmachine cost 
Labor; 178.56 min. x 365 days/yr. x $1.25/hr. = $1357.06 
60 min./hr 
TOTAL NONMACHINE COST $1357.06 
Table 14. Installed cost of each machine 
Installed 
Railway Insur- Uncrat- Elec- cost 
Machine List price Express ance ing trical Water (total) 
Pie-rolling machine $645.00 $5.76 $0.78 $1.25 $20.00 $ 672.79 
(f.o.b.) 
Tart-press machine $602.00 9.77 1.38 1.25 20.00 634.40 
(f.o.b.) 
Doughnut-making $650.00 
machine (del. and inst.) 20.00 670.00 
Vegetable peeler $665.00 1.25 20.00 $50.00 736.25 
(del.) 
Food slicer $435.00 1.25 20.00 456.25 
(del.) 
Automatic food slicer $1665.00 20.00 1685.00 
(including stand) (del. and inst.) 
Food chopper $823.75 1.25 20.00 845.00 
(including shredder (del.) 
attachment) 
Vegetable cutter $1160.00 20.00 1180.00 




Table 15. Largest percentage of calculated annual costs from actual 
annual costs for man-machine and nonmachine equations 
Wage rate Man-machine Nonmachine 
identifi­ Actual Largest Actual Largest 
cation of annual departure annual departure 
Machine equation/$ cost/$ % (rounded) cost/$ % (rounded) 
Pie-rolling .75 178 -3 0 
machine 1.25 215 -3 125 
1.75 253 -3 176 
2.25 291 -4 226 
2.75 328 -4 276 
3.25 366 -4 327 
Tart-prèss .75 139 -5 22 -5 
machine 1.25 155 -6 37 -5 
1.75 172 -9 53 -3 
2.25 189 -9 68 -3 
2.75 205 -12 82 -3 
3.25 222 -13 98 -2 
Doughnut-making .75 197 -15 58 -23 
machine 1.25 269 -17 96 -18 
(conventional 1.75 344 -19 135 -20 
recipe) 2.25 417 -19 173 -20 
2.75 490 -20 211 -19 
3.25 564 -20 250 -20 
Doughnut-making .75 197 -15 47 -14 
machine 1.25 269 -17 78 -16 
(prepared mix) 1.75 344 -19 109 -16 
2.25 417 -19 140 -16 
2.75 490 -20 171 -17 
3.25 564 -20 203 -17 
Vegetable peeler .75 83. -9 428 -11 
1.25 138 -6 624 -11 
1.75 193 -6 822 -10 
2.25 248 -6 1018 -9 
2.75 302 -6 1215 -7 
3.25 358 -6 1412 -6 
Food slicer .75 134 -11 86 -9 
1.25 169 -15 142 -8 
1.75 204 -19 200 -8 
2.25 240 -19 257 -8 
2.75 274 -20 313 -8 
3.25 309 -21 371 -8 
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Table 15. (Continued) 
Wage rate Man-machine Nonmachine 
identifi­ Actual Largest Actual Largest 
cation of annual departure annual departure 
Machine equation/$ cost/$ % (rounded) cost/$ % (rounded) 
Automatic .75 387 -2 86 -9 
food slicer 1.25 443 -3 142 -8 
1.75 501 -4 200 -8 
2.25 557 -4 257 -8 
2.75 613 -5 313 -8 
3.25 670 -5 371 -8 
Food chopper .75 230 9 56 3 
(single-choice 1.25 282 6 93 3 
menu) 1.75 334 5 130 4 
2.25 386 4 167 4 
2.75 438 2 204 4 
3,25 - 0 242 4 
Food chopper .75 638* 3 728* 1 
(multi-choice 1.25 961* 1 1214* 1 
menu) 1.75 1286* 1 1701* 1 
2.25 1609* 1 2186* 1 
2.75 1933* 1 2672* 1 
3.25 - 0 3158* 1 
Vegetable .75 268 5 118 -29 
cutter (single- 1.25 305 6 197 -27 
choice menu) 1.75 343 6 275 -27 
2.25 380 6 354 -26 
2.75 418 6 433 -26 
3.25 455 6 512 -26 
Vegetable .75 411* 1 885* 1 
cutter (multi- 1.25 549* -1 1473* 1 
choice menu) 1.75 - 0 2066* 1 
2.25 - 0 2656* 1 
2.75 - 0 3246* 1 
3.25 - 0 3836* 1 
^Average cyclical annual cost. 
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APPENDIX F 
Figure 13. Pie-rolling machine. Annual costs at different wage 
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Figure 14. Tart-press machine. Annual costs at different wage 
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Figure 15. Doughnut-making machine. Annual costs at different 
wage rates for man-machine operations (prepared mix) 
and nonmachine operations (conventional recipe) 
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DOUGHNUT-MAKING MACHINE 
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Figure 16. Dou^nut-making machine. Annual costs at different 
wage rates for man-machine operations (prepared mix) 
and nonmachine operations (prepared mix) 
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DOUGHNUT-MAKING MACHINE 
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Figure 17. Vegetable peeler. Annual costs at different wage rates 
for man-machine and nonmachine operations 
(Volume output is expressed in terms of pounds of 
potatoes processed per day. The additional use of the 
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Figure 18. Food slicer. Annual costs at different wage rates for 
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Figure 19. Automatic 
rates for 
food slicer. Annual costs at different wage 
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Figure 20. Automatic food slicer and food slicer. Annual costs at 
different wage rates for man-machine operations of both 
machines 
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Figure 21. Food chopper (single-choice menu). Annual costs at 
different wage rates for man-machine and nonmachine 
operations 
ANNUAL 
COST FOOD CHOPPER (SINGLE- CHOICE MENU) 
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Figure 22. Food chopper (multi-choice menu). Annual costs at 
different wage rates for man-machine and nonmachine 
operations 
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Figure 23. Vegetable cutter and slicer (single-choice menu). 
Annual costs at different wage rates for man-machine 
and nonmachine operations 
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ANNUAL VEGETABLE CUTTER AND SUCER (SINGLE-CHOICE MENU) 
COST 
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Figure 24. Vegetable cutter and slicer (multi-choice menu). 
Annual costs at different wage rates for man-machine 
and nonmachine operations 
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